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ABSTRACT

The thesis is concerned with the calculation of turbulent 

transport of momentum and scalar quantities in thin shear layer flows 

in the case of both weak and strong buoyancy forces.

Computations have been made using existing full second order

turbulence models in which all the components of the Reynolds 

stresses tensor and the heat flux vector are obtained from solution 

of modelled partial differential transport equations. Several c l o 

sure models were investigated and the results obtained compared with 

experiment. As the result of the study a full second order model has 

been constructed which is applicable to both weakly and strongly 

buoyant turbulent flows; the model uses the same set of empirical 

constants for both horizontal and vertical configurations.

In this work, calculations were first made using a previously 

formulated algebraic stress/heat flux turbulence m o d e l . In the 

algebraic stress model it is customary to use different model con-i
stants for vertical and for horizontal flows. In the present work, 

it is shown that the need to use different model constants in differ

ent flows arises as a direct consequence of the assumptions invoked 

to reduce the full differential model to an algebraic model. It does 

not appear to be associated with any inadequacy of the approximation 

introduced to close the Reynolds stress and scalar flux transport 

e q u ations.

The model has been written using density weighted (Favre) 

averaging, fcnj which ^ t o n s  the models for constant

density flows are extended to reacting flows where large density 

differences arise. An application of the model to the calculation 

of a methanol fire plume is then made. The results suggest that fire
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plume might not behave as boundary-layer-type flows and the presence 

of the floor might also influence the flows.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General remarks

The structure of turbulence is very complex, yet it is very impor

tant since almost all flows in the natural environment are turbulent. 

These flows are affected by gravitational forces arising because of 

density differences (buoyancy fo r c e s ) , as in the case of free convec

tion flows. It is therefore important to study turbulent buoyant 

flows and to develop a reliable method for their prediction.

The exact equations describing general turbulent buoyant flows 

are the unsteady Navier-Stokes and scalar-conservation equations, which 

described in detail the turbulent motion. In principle, these 

equations could be solved numerically. However, the numerical solu

tions will only be meaningful if they are capable of resolving the 

smallest scales of turbulent motion. To do this,more computer storage 

and time is required than is currently available. Therefore, a 

statistical approach is introduced, where the instantaneous velocity 

and temperature,for instance,are separated into mean and fluctuating 

components and the averaged equations are then used to calculate the 

distribution of the mean quantities over the flow field. Many flow 

problems can be solved by way of the averaged equations, since the 

mean quantities vary much slower in space and time than the instan

taneous quantities. However, the averaging procedure results in the 

appearance of unknown correlations between the various fluctuating 

quantities in the equations. These arise as a consequence of the 

non-linearity of the instantaneous equations. After averaging, the 

equations no longer form a 'closed' set, hence in order to obtain a 

closed system of equations closure approximations have to be introduced.
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The main problem of calculating turbulent flows is not the solution of 

the equations but the mathematical modelling of the unknown correla

tions. This is a serious problem when buoyancy effects are included 

because buoyancy can have a strong influence on the turbulence motion 

which has to be accounted for in the modelling. A number of 

(turbulence) models have been proposed for calculating turbulent b u o y 

ant jets and plumes. These range from simpler models known as a l g e 

braic stress/flux (ASM) models to the more complex models which involve 

solution of partial differential transport equations for the stresses 

and scalar fluxes. In the present study both models were implemented 

in the calculation for turbulent vertical buoyant jets.

Mon<j of the turbulence models presented in the literature do not 

explicitly include the influence of buoyancy and hence are not suitable 

for buoyancy dominated turbulent flows. However, a number of sugges

tions have been made to extend non-buoyant models to buoyant flow 

situations. It is the purpose of the present study to compare the 

performance of full Reynolds stress/scalar flux transport equation 

models with that of algebraic stress models. ASM models are obtained 

from full partial-differential Reynolds stress models by the approxi

mation of the transport terms in the latter equations in terms of the 

total transport of turbulence kinetic energy with the result that a 

set of algebraic rather than partial differential equations arises.

It is often suggested in the literature that the results which can be 

obtained with ASM's will be practically identical to those r e s u l t s

from the use of the full transport equation model. That this is so 

does not appear to have been demonstrated for buoyant flows, and with 

ASM's it has been found that different model constants are required in 

the cases of the vertical and horizontal jets.
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1.2 Parameters

In this study, we consider steady flows o X low Mach number , 

whose axes is illustrated in fig. 4.1. In general the fluid motion is 

governed by inertial, buoyancy^and viscous forces.

The strength of the momentum flux at the jet source and the 

ambient conditions determine the overall character of the flow, and 

the parameters that characterize the relevant forces and conditions are 

briefly presented below. [For further detail the reader is referred 

to standard texts on turbulent buoyant jets, e.g. Abramovich (1963), 

Townsend (1959).]

The Reynolds number which represents the ratio of the inertial 

forces to the viscous forces is defined as follows :

Re
U D o

V

( 1 . 1)

where D is the width of the plane jet or alternatively the diameter 

of the round jet. The Reynolds number is the only relevant parameter 

when the jet is dominated by the inertial forces,and a further parameter 

which appears in the literature is the Grashof number which provides a 

measure of the importance of buoyancy forces. It represents the ratio 

of the buoyant to viscous forces, and is defined as :

G
(Pp - p j  
— -------d 3

p V 'o
( 1 . 2 )

In the present work,high Reynolds number flows only are considered. 

Such flows are fully turbulent with the consequence that the viscous 

forces are negligible when compared with inertial and buoyancy forces.

In the present context,a more appropriate alternative to the Grashof 

number is the Froude number which can be characterized in terms of the
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momentum and the buoyancy fluxes and is defined as :

U 2
Fr = ------- ---------- (1.3)

g(pE - P0 )D/po

Sometimes the square root of (1.3) is used. Fr -* °° for the limiting 

case of a pure jet and Fr = 0 is the limiting case for pure plumes.

1.3 Motivation and objectives

The efficiency of various turbulence models in the prediction of 

turbulent flows can easily be tested using a current powerful computer 

capacity in conjunction with numerical solution methods.

In the present study the boundary layer forms of the averaged 

Navier Stokes and scalar conservation equations are solved and to r e 

present the Reynolds stresses and the turbulent flux of .scalar quanti

ties various turbulence models are utilised. These include the 

algebraic stress/heat flux model of Rodi (1976, 1980) and the full 

transport-equation model from which this was derived. Various alt e r 

native transport-equation models are also investigated for buoyant 

turbulent flows.

The aim of the present work is to apply the models suggested by

Launder e t  a t , (1975a) and Samaraweera (1978) to the case of plane

buoyant jets and plumes for both vertical and horizontal flow situations.

The corresponding vertical flows of round jets/plumes are also computed

and the results compared with experiment. An attempt is also made to

apply and develop further the model so that it may be applied to the

prediction of the fire plume case, where the temperature difference 
theis large and hence^corresponding density difference is also large.
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The objectives of the present study are :

- To apply existing transport equation models to the calculation of 

the vertical buoyant jet and the horizontal jet to see whether the 

same model constants can be used in both configurations.

- To compare the performance of full transport-equation models with 

the corresponding ASM for buoyant turbulent flows.

- To calculate the axisymmetric jet using the transport-equation model 

used for the plane jet with model constants chosen so that the round 

jet characteristics are correctly predicted.

- To extend the axisymmetric buoyant jet (^small density differenc^) 

model so that it is applicable to fire plumes calculations where 

the density differences are large.

The equations are solved using a modified version of the Patankar 

and Spalding (1970) procedure for solving the boundary layer equations.

1.4 Layout of the thesis

This thesis is divided into five chapters of which this introduc

tion is the first.

Chapter 2 presents the exact transport equations for the mean 

velocity and mean scalar quantities as well as the relevant turbulence 

quantities. A brief comparison of the differences between conventional 

and the density-weighted averaging of the transport equations for 

Reynolds stresses and the scalar flux is made. The latter type of 

averaging is used throughout this work because the ultimate intention 

was to apply the equations to the calculation of flows with large 

density differences. The closure assumptions which must be applied 

to those equations is also discussed.
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pT-X& C ' " ' t

Chapter 3 A the main work on the theoretical aspect of turbulence. 

Several models are described for closing the equations presented in 

Chapter 2. A summary of the models with their associated empirical 

constants, which are determined from the results of some tests are 

presented in tabular form.

In chapter 4 the results obtained from the models described in 

chapter 3 and the sensitivity of the results to the values of the 

model constants and the influence of the Froude number are presented.

The results in the similarity region are compared with the available 

experimental data and the calculated results of other workers.

In chapter 5 the results presented in chapter 4 are summarized

and recommendations are made for further work.
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CHAPTER 2

THE EQUATIONS GOVERNING THE FLOWS

2.1 Introduction

Equations governing fluid flows are, in general, derived from the 

basic principles of conservation of mass, momentum, energy and species 

concentration. The latter is considered if chemical reactions are 

involved. In this chapter, the time dependent conservation equations, 

together with their averaged equations, are presented. These e qua

tions are derived either using the conventional unweighted decomposi

tion and averaging or the density-weighted decomposition and averaging. 

Also presented are the exact transport equations for the turbulence 

correlations which appear in the mean equations. In the case of a 

large density-variation problem, such as in combustion process^ e q u a 

tions derived using the density weighted decomposition are used. For 

compactness, the usual tensor notation is used with implied summation 

on repeated indices.

2.2 Time dependent conservation equations

The conservation equations for mass, momentum and scalar quanti

ties can be written as follows :

Mass conservation : Continuity equation

3p 3pU.
—  + --- - = 0
31 3x.l

( 2 . 1 )

Momentum conservation Navier Stokes equations

f 3U. 3U.1 3P 3 f 3 U . 3U. o 3U, 1
1 + U. l - +

f

X---- + J 2 .. k - _ o . .
at 3 3xj] 3x. 3x. 

1 J
3 x . 
L 1

3x.l 3 13 3x8 k 3
+ Pg (2.2)
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Scalar c o n s e r v a t i o n  e q u a t i o n  :

S$ 9$
—  + U.
9t J 9x .

V
9x:

l_i 94>

9x.
+ p s (p,$) (2.3)

$ represents a set of scalars which may include mass fraction of 

species or enthalpy, and is the volumetric source, equal to zero

in the enthalpy case unless radiation is to be considered.

2.2.1 Equation of state

Later when the fire plumes calculation is considered, the equation 

of state is needed in order to complete the system of equations. The 

ideal gas law provides a satisfactory equation of state for a simple 

mixture of gases over a wide range of temperatures. This constitutes 

a relationship between the pressure, density, temperature and species 

mass fraction, defined by :

P N
RT l

, Ma=l a

(2.4)

The enthalpy of the species, h^, is related to the temperature, viz:

h a h (T) a (2.5)

and the mixture enthalpy, h, is related implicitly to the temperature 

in term of species enthalpy in the form :

h
N
I

a=l
Y ha a ( 2 . 6 )

However, it is sufficiently accurate, in many cases to approximate the 

species enthalpy by :
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h a C T + A p ,a a (2.7)

where C and A are selected constants which approximate the p,a a
actual variation of the species enthalpy, h^CT), in the temperature 

range of interest .

When equation (2.7) is substituted into equation (2.6), the following 

expression for the mixture enthalpy is obtained :

N
h = C T + 7 Y Aa  p L . cl aa=l

( 2 . 8 )

N
where C = Y Y C is the specific heat of the mixture at the

P a=i a P ’a
constant pressure.

Equation (2.1) - (2.3) described the details of the turbulent m o 

tion. Furthermore, an extra equation from the equation of state, i.e.

equations (2.4) and (2.8) are required if chemical species are con-
and

sidered, such as fire p l u m e s A reacting flows, in order to complete the 1 

system of equations. Therefore, in principle, all that is needed to 

predict the flow are boundary conditions and a method of solving these 

equations. However, in practice this is not possible for the turbulent 

flows of engineering interest because turbulence is always three dimen

sional, and many of the important details of the turbulence take place 

at very small scales The equations can only be solved by numerical 

techniques which calculate dependent variables at discrete points in 

the flow. Using this technique, the equations of turbulent motion 

described in previous section cannot be solved for turbulent flows of 

practical relevance even with the largest existing computer storage.

To overcome this difficulty, the time-averaged equations are used 

instead; averaged quantities vary less rapidly and more smoothly, and 

can thus be represented in terms of a more manageable number of discrete
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points within the flow. The prediction of the turbulent flow based 

on the time averaged equations will be described in the next section.

2.3 The time averaged phenomena

The governing conservation equations described in last section 

cannot be solved by a direct numerical approach, because the dependent 

variables cover a wide range of time and length scales. However, 

this difficulty is resolved using a statistical approach introduced by 

Reynolds (1874), where the dependent variables are decomposed into 

their mean and fluctuating components. The resulting equations are 

averaged, and converted into equations which describe the mean 

quantities. Ensemble averaging is, in general, involved in the 

averaging process. However, for the case of stationary flows con

sidered in this investigation, it is indistinguishable from time 

averaging. The time averaged or the "mean” values of any quantities 

$(t) is defined by :
i

t +t o
i(t) lim

t-x°
$(t) dt (2.9)

o

In practice, the limit is taken to mean a time that is long compared 

with the scale of the turbulence motion. However, the time averaged 

is only useful if it is independent of the initial time, tQ . When 

this occurs the flows is known as "statistically stationary"

(Bradshaw 1975).

2.4 The decomposition and averaging

There are two types of decomposition and averaging in common use. 

These are the unweighted averaging, conventionally used for constant 

density flows, suggested by Reynolds (1874), and the density-weighted
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averaging suggested by Favre (1969), [Favre averaging] in which v a r i 

ables quantities are first multiplied with the instantaneous density
t

and then averaged. These decomposition and averaging processes are 

described separately in the following section.

2.4.1 The unweighted decomposition and averaged

For any variable $, the unweighted decomposition and averaging 

is defined by :

where $ and <f>* denotes the mean and the fluctuating values of

respectively. These averaged values can be applied to the flow quanti

ties such as density, temperature, pressure and velocity.

Mean quantities equations

By substituting equation (2.10) into equation (2.1) to (2.3), the 

following form of the averaged conservation equations are obtained for 

high Reynolds number flows, viz :

Continuity equation :

$ + (j> (2.10a)

and

0 (2.10b)

8p 8
( 2 . 11)
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M o m e n t u m  e q uations :

—  (pU. + p'u!) + ---- (p U.U. + 0. p'u!)
a t  1 1 a x .  1 J J 1

9 p 99 p 9
----- -----  (U. p'u! + p u.'u! + p'u.'u!) + pg.
9x. 9x. 1 J 1 J 1 Ji J

( 2 . 12)

Scalar equation :

j

PS (2.13)

In equations (2.11) - (2.13), there are additional terms of unknown 

quantities which represent the mean effects of turbulence. These

the case of variable density flows, the continuity equation (2.11) con-

be the mast
described by equations (2.10) w ay n o t Aappropriate.

Therefore, a different procedure of decom

posing is introduced - the density weighted averaging. This p r o c e 

dure was first introduced for applications to high speed flows, but has 

subsequently been used for other variable-density flows by many workers

Favre (1969), Jones (1980) , Jones and Whitelaw (1982), Meunier e t  a t .

(1983).

the density generated terms p'u!^ and (L p'u! . * In
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2.4.2 The density weighted decomposition and averaged

The density weighted averaging eliminates the mean mass term, 

p ’uj, in equation (2.11) and some of the momentum and scalar transport 

term in equations (2.12), (2.13). Again for any variable

$, the density weighted decomposition and averaging can be defined as:

$ = $ + <j)M (2.14a)

where

p<f>" = 0 but <f>" ^ 0 (2.14b)

Mean quantities equations

The flow quantities are decomposed according to equation (2.14) 

[with exception for the density and the pressure, which are decomposed 

according to equation (2.10)] and then substituted into equations (2.1) 

- (2.3) and the result averaged. This results in the density-weighted 

or Favre-averaged forms of the equations which for high turbulence 

Reynolds number flows are :

Continuity equation :

3/ 3
—  + ---- (pU.)
3t 3x. J 

1

0 (2.15)

Momentum equation :

3
—  (pU.)

3

3x
J

(pU.U.)i J

3o - M M .  -(pUjUj) + p g i
31

+
3x.l 3 \ . 

J

(2.16)
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3 3 3
—  (p$) + ---- (pU.$>) = - ---- ( p u V )  + pS (2.17)
3t 3x. 3 3 x . 3

J J

These two decomposition and averaging procedures are indistinguishable 

for constant density flows and,in any case,do not become significant 

until closure assumptions are introduced, (see chapter 3). Even then 

a self-consistent model should contain sufficient information to allow 

both unweighted and weighted mean values to be determined. However, 

there are some differences which can be written as follows :

For the unweighted or conventional time averaging :

Sca l a r  e q u ation :

<j>' = 0 and p cf>1 / 0 (2.18)

and for the density weighted averaging :

<f>" / 0 and p<(>" = 0 (2.19)

For both averaging systems, the viscous effects are assumed to be 

negligible, because the Reynolds number is large 0 (104 )) .

The choice of decomposition and averaging procedure are dependent

on the flows concerned and individual taste. However, the density

weighted decomposition and averaging process is preferred, since the

resulting equations are of similar form in both variable and constant

density flows. However, because of the non-linearity of the equations,

and independent of the type of decomposition, information is lost in

the averaging process, so that the eZ-ia^onno longer form a closed set.

Therefore, closure assumptions are necessary before solution is
a n d

possible. However, Jones and Pope (1977) Jones and Whitelaw (1978),
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have argued that the casting of constant density closure approximation 

into the density weighted form is sufficient to allow calcula

tion of the major features of many variable density flows. Therefore, 

the density weighted averaged form of the governing conservation equa

tion are implemented and used in the present investigation.

When equations (2.11) - (2.13) are compared with equation (2.15)

- (2.17), it can be seen clearly that using the density-weighted 

averaging has an advantage of transforming the equations into much 

simpler form$ and also the physical meaning of the individual terms are 

more clearly defined than in the case of unweighted averaging. Because 

of the absence of correlations involving the fluctuating density in the 

equations for density weighted mean quantities,it also might appear 

that a smaller number of closure approximations are needed with Favre 

averaging. Unfortunately,this turns out not to be the case because of 

the appearance of correlations such as p'u" and p'<J>" in the density 

weighted Reynolds Stress and Scalar flux balance equations.

2.4.3 Relation between the two averaging processes

For any quantity 4, .its mean value in the density-weighted 

form is defined as :

$ = p$/p (2.20)

When the density in equation (2.14b) is decomposed using the conven

tional decomposition, the following expression is obtained for <j>" :

_  P’ (T
<f>" = -

p

( 2 . 21 )
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[i.e. p<J>" = (p1 + p)<J>" = 0, thus p '<{>" = - p<j>", and hence 

p'<j)n = - pcj)n by definition of the averaging, Schlichting (1968)].

The relation between the unweighted and the weighted averaged 

quantities can be written as :

$ = $ + <f>" (2.22)

By equating equation (2.10) to equation (2.14) and multiplied the 

equation by the density, p, and finally take the time averaged, the 

following expression is obtained :

p$ + p̂ ' = p$ (2.23)

F u r t h e r m o r e , P<j>’ can be replaced by p ’^', and
t/u5

together with equation (2.22)A yields :

P ~ V "  = -p < t> " (2.24)

or

—  p ’ (J)" p ' cj)'
<T = ---- 7 -  = - —

p p
(2.25)

and

p ' (J)” = p ' 4>' (2.26)
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The averaging processes using the density-weighted decomposition, 

equations (2.15) - (2.16), introduced unknown correlations between the

2.5 The exact t r ansport e q u a t i o n s  for turbulent q u a n t i t i e s

velocity uVuV and the velocity - scalar fluctuation uV<j>". When

these correlations are multiplied by the density p, they are known

as the density-weighted Reynolds stresses and scalar fluxes,

respectively. These represent the transport of momentum and the

scalar due to fluctuating motion. Moreover, the equations can not be

solved for the mean values, unless the turbulence correlations u ’.'u'.'
- i  3

and uV<J>" have been determined previously. In this section, the

density-weighted forms of transport equations for u ^u j and uV<f>' are
the.

presented and,where necessary,they will be compared withA conventional
the.

averaged form o f Aequ a t i o n s .

2.5.1 The Boussinesq approximation

With this approximation,variations in all fluid properties are
i

taken to be sufficiently small for them to be presumed constant except 

where gravitational forces are involved. Density weighted and 

unweighted mean quantities are then indistinguishable and equation 2.12 

becomes :

9 9p 9 ____
p -----  0.0. = ----------- ------- (pulu!)  + pg. (2 .27)

° 3*. 1 J 9x. 9x 1 y 1
J i  3

In many cases the density can be linearly related to the temperature,

i . e .

P o(T - T q ) (2.28)

where a can be related to the volumetric expansion coefficient, 3
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which is defined for constant pressure as :

so that

3 (2.29)

p - p0 = ~ Sp o (T - T q ) (2.30)

where and T q  are the ambient density and temperature respect

ively.

When equation (2.28) is averaged and the decomposition 

described earlier is applied to the density and the temperature, the 

following expression is obtained,

p ' = cxT' (2.31)

This expression provides a relationship between the fluctuating density 

and the fluctuating temperature.

The temperature can be related to a general dimensionless,strictly 

conserved scalar variable defined by :

T - T
<{> = ------ —  (2.32)

T. - T 1 o

where T^ is the temperature of the inflowing stream so that <j> = 0 

in the ambient surrounds and <J> = 1 in the inflowing stream. Thus,

the fluctuating temperature can be expressed as :

T' = (T. - T )<f>' (2.33)1 o

By substituting the above expression into equation (2.31), the r e l a 

tion between the fluctuating density and temperature is obtained :
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p» = a(T. - T )<j>' (2.34)
1 o

and then squared and averaged equation (2.34), so that the square of 

the density fluctuation takes the form :

P7 * = [o(T. - To) ] 2 y ~2 (2.35)

Finally, using the relationship in equation (2.25), it is obtained 

that :

(T. - T ) __
r  = - ct - 1 ° ft’ 2 (2.36)

P

2.5.2 Equations for the Reynolds stresses, puVuV_

The exact equation for the Reynolds stresses can be derived from 

the Navier-Stokes equation and their corresponding time-averaged 

equations. Detail of the derivation in conventional time-average, 

i.e. the unweighted form can be found in Hinze (1959), Tennekes and 

Lumley (1973), Cebeci and Smith (1974).

For high Reynolds number turbulent flow, the expression for the 

equation of the Reynolds stresses in the density weighted form can be 

written as :

3u. u .i 3
at

pu
 ̂ n M3u.u.
1 J =

3x„

~ 30. 30,
pu'V.' 1
1 J 3x„

+ pU£Ui " J'
(a)

Z

3x,
( p u ' . w ; )  - < u \' i j  Z J I i

(b)

3p

3x
—it+ u . 
1

3P

3x. Ui
3P ’

3x

3P '

3x.
i '

( c ) ( d )

(2.37)
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When equation (2.37) is compared with the conventional averaging form 

of the equation : Rodi (1980), Hossain and Rodi (1974), Rodi (1979), 

it can be seen that th^ differs by the appearance of term (c). However, 

using the Boussinesq approximation described earlier, it can be shown 

[jones (1979)] that equation (2.37) is equivalent to its counterpart 

using conventional form of averaging for small density differences.

To illustrate.the case of the vertical jet may be considered where

8p
---  = 0  (2.38)
8X 2

8p
---  = - Pg (2.39)
9xi

where x^ and X 2 

ively,and g = g ± ,

are the vertical and horizontal directions,respect- 

i-e. gi = - g and g 2 = 0.

For
i

II Mu.u. i J

I Iu.u.1 J
(2.40)

Therefore the term (c) can be expressed as :

- (uVpgj + uVpgi) (2.41)

and by the properties of the density-weighted decomposition :

puV = - p'u! (2.42)

Substituting the expression for p' of equation (2.34) into equation 

(2.41) gives,
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- A(u'. <f>'g. + u!<f>'g.) 1 j bl (2.43)

where A = - a(T^ - T ). This expression (2.43) is equivalent to the 

term appearing in the conventionally averaged Reynolds stress equations 

given by Hossain and Rodi (1974), and Rodi (1980).

The fourth term (d), on the right hand side of the equation (2.37), 

which is the fluctuating velocity-pressure gradient correlation term, 

is conventionally separated into two parts, viz :

9p' 9d’M II.. --- + u. ---
1 9x 3 dX.

J !

ap'uV ap'u''
-- + —  J.
9x. 9x.3 1 9x. 9x.

 ̂ 3

(2.44)

The first two terms on the right -hand side represent transport terms. 

The third term is zero under contraction only if the density is co n 

stant, in which case it is purely redistributive. Because the turbu

lent energy is half the trace of the Reynolds stresses, the term has 

no effect on the turbulent energy in constant density flows. However, 

the above decomposition is not unique, and a more rational decomposi

tion, suggested by Lumley (1975), is to subtract off the trace to 

obtain for the deviatoric or redistributive part :

9p ’ 9p’ii iiu. ----+ u. -----
1 9x. 1 dx.3 i

3 U l

9p ’

9x.
6. .
13

A. .
13

(2.45)

Additionally, for a variable density flow, 9uV/9x^ is not zero, and 

the separation of equation (2.44) does not result in a redistributive 

term. The latter equation (2.45) is more appropriate for calculating 

a variable density flow using constant density models which are

redistributive.
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In this study, the approach of Lumley is adopted. However, since 

trace is subtracted off term (d) in equation (2.37) an additional 

term which is equivalent to the trace has to be added, so that the 

original form of this equation is maintained. The additional term 

involving the trace is not redistributive and can be written in the 

following form :

^ r 1!
T  6. • U.3 ij £

3p'

3x.

3u
T  6.. p ’3 1 3 3x

II ~ I II
£ 2  8p U £-  + 4  6. . ------3 ij (2.46)
£

ax,

The first term on the right-hand side of the above equation is zero for

constant density flows and also when the Boussinesq approximation is

invoked. Bilger (1976) has argued that this term will become zero 
Jt i& thefe-fcre. if' Ihii present, toor/c

in low speed flows since it ais associated with noise g e n e r a t i o n  The

second term represent the transport which can be combined together with

the other turbulent transport terms so that the total transport terms

can be written as :

T.ij £
-  n  i i  npu.u.u. 1 J £

2 « i ii
3 6ij  ?  UH (2.47)

Finally, by substituting the above expression into the transport e qua

tion (2.37), the density weighted form of the Reynolds stresses equa

tions can now be rewritten as :
- tt 113u. u . 

i 3
3t

pu,

_ ii it3 u . u . 
i J

3x„

3U.- ii ii i
PU £U j ax,

3U.- it ii _2_
+ p U £U i 
(a)

3x,

3\,
T. . 0 -

{—  3p 3p 1
+ u.' \l j £ 1 3x J 3x

(b) v J (c) 1

„ 9P'u.l 3x . 
J

+ u .
J

( d )

3 x . i

3p')
—  6. u•> ij £ 3\, £i

3u . 
J

3\,

~ iO3u.
+ T£j 3x,

(e)

(2.48)
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The above equation contains the unknown quantity uV which can also 

be written in the second moment form :

11 u.1
p u, f tt

p u i (2.49)

Therefore, an extra equation for uV is required which can be o b 

tained from the solution of the density-velocity correlation equation 

given in the next section.

2.5.3 The density-velocity correlation equation p 'uV

In order to solve the Reynolds stresses equations, the equation 

for uV is needed. The balance equation for this quantity can be 

obtained from the solution of the density-velocity correlation equations 

p'uV, which can be derived using the continuity and momentum equations.

The exact equation for the density-velocity correlation in the 

density weighted form can be expressed as :

9 r i m ̂  -  9 , i i i ^

9t cp ud  + uj 3^7 (p ud  =3

9U.
p ’u" —  + u'.'uV 

3 1 3
3p '

9 x . 
3 (a)

9 x . 
3

- T
13

9p ' /p K 9p* 9 r » n tfip u.u.i :
9x.J . p .

P
9x. 9 x . 

i 3 . p >
(b) (c) (d)

- P u.
9u.
__I
9 x .

(2.50)

(e)

By substituting equation (2.49) into equation (2.50), the equation for 

the velocity fluctuation is obtained :
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9u. 9u.1 -t~ 1------ + pU. ------
P ^  3at 9 x . 

3

_  3U. — x....— M l  M tt- p u . ---- + u. u .
3P

3 9x i  3 9x,

(a)

+ T . -
1J

(b)

9p ' / p
(  \  
P ' 9p 9 f  ■ ii ii

p ’ u . u .
1 3

9 x . 
J .P .

+ p ■ -
9x. 9x. 

1 J . P

(c) (d )

9u V- m j+ p u. — -
1 3x.

3

(e)

(2.51)

This mean velocity fluctuation u^ also appears in the exact equation 

for the turbulent kinetic energy which is described in the next 

section.

2.5.4 The turbulent kinetic energy equation, k
Tt tT

, U . U .

The exact equation for the turbulent kinetic energy, k = ----- ,2
can be obtained by contracting the Reynolds stress equation, that is 

by summing up all three equations of the three components of the
the k.

normal stresses. Furthermore, becauseA equation is derived directly 

from the Reynolds stress equation, the term * k  a p p e a r ;a  'Jl /icujg c l

I . jco-rrtipoadena. unth the. a ^ r o ^ n ^ ic A in the Reynolds stress equation, viz :

9k
p ----  + pU

9t £

9k

9x.

. .. 9U.- II IT 1
- p u

3x, 3x,
f -  II II IU
cpuiu ju d

(a)

U .1
9p

9 x .i
£i

9u.

9x.

9 p '

9x
(2.52)

(b) (c) (d)
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2.5.5 The turbulent dissipation equation, £

The exact equation for the dissipation rate of turbulence energy 

can also be derived from the Navier-Stokes equations. For high 

Reynolds number constant density flows and where local isotropy p r e 

vails, the equation for the turbulent energy dissipation rate, e, 

reduces, Tennekes and Lumley (1972), to :

8e
at

ac a f
fau! 'i

j a x . 
j

4- ---------- .
ax. 1 

3
\ m . 

3 ax,L k;

2

2v
au'. 3u! 3u!
__i __ i __ I
3 x k  3 X .  3 x k

where

- 2v
a2u!

a x . ax.3 k

ax
3

(2.53)

Each term on the right-hand side varies as the square root of the t u r 

bulent Reynolds number. Whereas the sum of these terms necessarily 

remains finite as the turbulent Reynolds number becomes infinite. 

Because of this behaviour,there is little to be gained by considering 

the exact equation in variable density situations.

2.5.6 The scalar quantities equations

An additional unknown corresponding to the turbulent scalar fluxes, 

uV<j)M , appears in the mean scalar equation (2.17). In addition,the 

variance of <J> is required for buoyant flows and for the calculation 

of fire plumes.



The exact transport equations for the scalar fluxes and the 

scalar variance are therefore presented in the subsection below.
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2.5.6-1 The scalar flux equations, p u Vcft"

The exact equation for the turbulent scalar flux, puV<j>", can 

be derived in a similar way to the Reynolds stresses equation. For 

high Reynolds numbers turbulent flows, the density weighted averaged 

form of the equation for the scalar flux, puV<J>M , can be written as, 

Jones (1979) :

- M.tl - M.M9u.d> 9u.d>l lp ----  + pU. ----
9U.

9t 9x

- tt.ti l - m np u . 4> ---- + pu.u
J  J3x.

j
(a)

9$

9x.J

9p 9 p '

-  r  —  -  r  —

9x.l 9x.l
T ij

(b) (c)

9({)M

9 x . 
J

9u.i i
9x,

(d )

9x

- u »i. t«
p u . u . d> 

i J
( 2 . 54 )

(e)

It is observed that the turbulent scalar flux equation is governed by 

similar processes as the Reynolds stresses equation. The first term, 

(a), is due to the interaction between the mean velocity and the scalar 

fields and the turbulence. However, a difference between the weighted 

and the unweighted averaged form of the scalar flux equation is 

apparent through term (b) of the former equation. In the present 

studies, the flow first considered is a Boussinesq flow in which the 

density is proportional to the temperature. The variable <f>" in 

equation (2.54) is obtained from equation (2.36) and by the method 

adopted for the stress equations it can be shown that the resulting



term is equivalent to the buoyancy production term arising in the 

unweighted (conventional) averaged equation.
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In flows, where the Boussinesq approximation is appropriate, the

term

u ^ "  = u|<f>' (2.55)

And by substituting 9p/9x^ given earlier in equation (2.39) into 

term (b) (equation 2.54) and utilising the relation in equation (2.25) 

with the Boussinesq approximation invoked for p ' ,  the following 

relationship is obtained :

__  9P ___
-  <j)M ------ = -  X<}>,2 g. (2.56)

ax. 1i

This shows that the density weighted averaged form of the scalar flux 

equation (2.54) is equivalent to its counterpart in unweighted 

(conventional) averaged form given by Hossain and Rodi (1974), and Rodi 

(1980), etc.

2.5.6-2 The scalar variance equation, p 4>"2

When the unweighted averaged form is applied to the derivation of 

the turbulent scalar flux equation, the scalar variance, is

introduced in the buoyancy term. While this is not the case for the 

density weighted averaged form of the equation, the scalar variance is 

needed in order to calculate <j>", equation (2.36), (i.e. <J>m2 5 <j)'2 in 

constant density fl o w s ) . The scalar variance equation is obtained in 

a similar manner to the unweighted averaged form and the result is :
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ai"2 a$"2 [ d l ) a<}>"
p at

+ pU. -----
3 ax. = -  2p v T

1 axn■ + 2ji 9
3x o

3  ̂ z J Z

(a) (b)

a
------( p u ' y 2 ) (2.57)
ax. 1i

(C)

It is observed that higher order correlations appear in all the trans

port equations presented in this chapter. Exact transport equations 

can also be derived for these correlations but the next higher order 

correlation will then appear, and hence the number of unknown correla

tions grows faster than the number of equations. Therefore, most 

workers have restricted their work to second-order correlations only. 

However, Beuther (1980), include up to fourth-order correlations in his 

constant density investigation for the axisymmetric jet. In the 

present studies, double correlations and second-order closure 

assumptions are considered for constant and variable density.
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C H A P T E R  3

MODEL ASSUMPTION

3.1 Introduction

The models which are used in the present study are described in 

this chapter. They consist of two different full stress models, 

developed by Launder e t  a l .  (1975). Rodi (1979) subsequently used 

one of these models for u!u! to predict the turbulent buoyant flows,

and his results are used in this work for comparison. The algebraic 

model first introduced by Rodi (1972) is also included.

The empirical constants used for each model are tabulated in 

tables 3.1 and 3.2. The boundary layer form of the models for thin

shear layer is also presented. In this work, only steady, high 

Reynolds number turbulent flows were considered.

3.2 The Reynolds stress equation

The quantities in equation (2.48) that need to be mode Had are terms 

(b), (d) and (e), which are the diffusion, pressure strain and dissipa

tion terms respectively; terms (a) and (c) require no modeling at the 

present level of closure.

3.2.1 The diffusive transport term

The turbulent transport of Reynolds stress involves two terms, 

equation (2.47). Hanjalic and Launder (1972) argued that the second 

term - pressure diffusion - is small compared with the other term, and 

it has been neglected by most other workers, e.g. Hossain and Rodi 

(1974), Hanjalic and Launder (1972), Vandrome (1980). It Aas

i 1
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Hanjalic and Launder (1972) suggested a model which consists of 

three terms, but it is considered, by many workers, to be more c o m 

plicated than is justifiable in many circumstances. A simpler gra

dient form to approximate this term is that first proposed by Daly and 

Harlow (1970), which,when cast in density weighted form,can be 

written :

_ k — m nT. . _ = - C —  pu„ul j l  s e i  m
auVuV 

1 3
3xm

(3.1)

Launder e t  a t . (1975), Hossain and Rodi (1982) concluded that the 

approximation of Hanjalic and Launder (1972) and equation (3.1) give 

equal success in performing for thin shear constant density flows.

Zeman and Lumley (1979), showed that the simple gradient model 1 

for the diffusion term is not suitable for stratified flows in the 

atmosphere and later they introduced more complex model where the 

gradient of the temperature variance is included.

is an empirical constant which is assigned according to the 

experimental data and different values Aaue used b^ dij^ereht
worker^ e.g. Rodi (1972) proposed to be equal to 0.225, Launder

and Morse (1977) recommend a value of 0.22, where Launder e t  a t . (1975) 

used 0.25 * and Hossain and Rodi (1982) used 0.24

in their calculations.

3.2.2 The pressure strain term

This term is defined by equation (2.44), i.e. term (d), it is 

sometimes referred to as the velocity-pressure gradient correlation;

the term is denoted by A.
il

Rotta's (1951) paper, which pioneered

closure of the Reynolds-stress equations for non-buoyant flows, had
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shown that there were two processes which contribute to . One is

purely due to the turbulent interaction, and the other arises
f  2 1from the mean strain and turbulent fluctuations, A.. . Lctkf Launder
1 3

(1975) showed that in addition to the mean strain influences, there is
(3)an important contribution due to buoyancy, A ^  . A wall effect con

tribution has also been incorporated by Launder e t  a t .  (1975a), Shir 

(1973) and Gibson and Launder (1978).

3.2.2-1 Model for the fluctuating velocity process or return to 

isotropy term, A ? P .

Most of the workers have modelled this term

according to Rotta's (1951) proposal which is also used in the present 

study, and which can be expressed in density-weighted form as :

A ? ”
1 3

P J -  (u.u. - —  6 .  . k )  
k i j  3 i j

(3.2)

C i is a constant, for which Launder e t  a t .  (1975a) proposed a value 

of 1.5. Earlier Rotta (1951) suggested that C, should be equal to 

1.4 but later he assigned a value which is equal to 3.0.

The constant has no unique value, [Musonge (1983)J, and in the present 

study it is found that a different value of Cj is needed for plane 

and axisymmetric jets. Different values of are also assigned for

the different models of other workers that considered here,(tables (3.1) 

and (3.2)).

Lumley and Newman (1977) suggest that the model above is not 

appropriate for the return to isotropy in all cases and they proposed
n<Qf\ inapt"

a more elaborate.model.
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3.2.2-2 Model for the mean strain and velocity fluctuating process,

A<?>.
- 1 3  -

Launder e t  a t . (1975) proposed the approximation which can be 

expressed in density-weighted form as :

where

(C2 + 8)

11
P.  -ij 3 1 3

(30 C2 - 2)

55

9U. 9U.
_ i  3
9x. 9x.
- j i-

pk

(8 C2 - 2)

11 Y 5 P 3 l i
(6 Co + 4)

11
9U

~ it m m
0 .  . P U U .  --------ij m £

9x
£

(3.3)

P ij - P
9U. 9U.

it it i it m  l
U£Ui 7 + U£Uj

9x £ 9x
Sr

P = T  P- •r 2 rn

D. . 
1J - P — 3U«' — iror 3U£

U iU £ —  + V j  —9 x . J
3

9x.i-

p^_. is the Reynolds stress production of uVuV and p is the Reynolds 

stress production of k. Additional terms that do not contribute to 

the constant density situation should be added to equation (3.3) and 

these can be written as :

(6 C2 + 4) - f f ft X,Y U U --
(40 Cn + 12) 3U
-- £ - - 5k

11 1 J 9x,£ 5 5

(3 .4 )

Launder et at. (1975) argued that the first term of (3.3) is the 

dominent one and, thus formulated a simpler model which provides
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a good approximation. It can be written :

a .(2) -
13

- C 2 (P.. - r P i . . )  
21 13 3 13

(3.5)

wheretbeconstant C 2 is assigned a value of 0.55, Launder (1975a).

The reason for choosing different value for C 2 from the coefficient
■(or

of the first term of (3.3) is to c o m p e n s a t e  the terms that have been 

neglected.

(3)3.2.2-3 Model for buoyancy forces, .

There are two terms arising from buoyancy forces in the averaged 

equations. The first term is the direct effect of mean density 

variations, i.e. term (c) in equation (2.48), and the second term
i

arises from the pressure-strain term. This latter effect is approxi

mated according to Launder (1975a) as :

A<«13
- C 3 (G.. - \  6 .. G)

5 13 3 i 3 (3.6)

where

= - s(g. u ’y  + gj u j y ’)

G = 4- G. .
2 1 1

Ap
BAT = -------

G ^  is the buoyancy production of u ^u j » G is buoyancy production of 

k and 3 is the volumetric expansion coefficient.

The model has also been extended for application to flows with 

large density differences by Jones (1979) whereupon it is written as :

13 C3{gi U jp
M I

g j U iP
£ M l
3 6ij g« V (3.7)
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For flows in which the Boussinesq approximation is appropriate it can 

easily be shown using the relations described in chapter 2 that e qua

tions (3.6) and (3.7) then become equivalent. C 3 is a constant which 

is taken to be equal to 0.55 by Launder (1975a) and 0.5 by Gibson e t  a t .  

(1978), where it was found that the model gives better predictions with 

C 3 close to C 2 . However, Lumley (1978) and Launder (1975b) have 

shown independently that C 3 must equal 0.3 for isotropic turbulence. 

The value of C 3 which is used in the present study is tabulated in 

table 3.1 and 3.2, where it can be seen that it is assigned differently 

for different models.

3.2.3 The viscous dissipation term

The viscous dissipative correlation term, i.e. term (e) in equation 

(2.48), is perhaps the easiest term to model, since viscous effects can 

only be appreciable for motion with short length and time scales, 

whether the density is variable or not.

In order to allow the viscosity to dissipate the energy,

the energy is transferred from large scale down to motionswith suffi

ciently small length and time scales through a process of vortex 

stretching. This stretching also has the effect of reducing the aniso

tropy up to the point where the fine scale dissipative motions can be 

p r e s s u m e d  to be isotropic provided that the Reynolds number is large 

en o u g h .

The dissipative correlation can, therefore, be taken to be isotropic, 

whether or not the density varies significantly and can thus be 

expressed as :
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i 9uV
1

3x.
i

3X£

where

(3.8)

pe T £m
3X£

(3.9)

e is the dissipation rate of turbulence energy per unit volume.

From the closure approximations described above, two models can 

be assembled, i.e. model RSI and model RS2. Both models utilise the 

same approximations for turbulent transport and viscous dissipation 

of Reynolds stress and differ only in the modelling of the pressure- 

redistribution term; in model RSI, a general linear model for mean 

strain component is adopted where for model RS2, a simplified mean 

strain component is adopted. These models are summarized in 

section (3.12).

3.3 The Scalar Flux Equation

The density-weighted form of the scalar flux equation is given in 

chapter 2, equation (2.54). In a second-order closure,the first two 

terms on the right-hand side of this equation require no approximation. 

Also if it is assumed that the fine scale motions are isotropic, then 

the dissipative correlation term, i.e. term (d) is equal to

zero. Hence, closure assumptions are required for terms (c) and (e) 

only.

There are several types of approximation suggested in the literature, 

among which are those of Rodi (1979) and Jones (1979) , which are used in 

the present study.
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3.3.1 Diffusive transport terms

For constant density flows, several proposals were made for 

approximating this term from the complex form of approximation, Andre 

e t  a t ,  (1977) down to more simpler gradient models, viz. Wyngaard and 

Cote (1974), Lewellen e t  a t .  (1976).

In this study, the model described by Jones (1979) which is a 

density weighted formulation of a simple gradient approximation similar 

to that proposed by Daly and Harlow (1970) for diffusion term in the 

Reynolds stress equation is adopted, i.e. :

8x . 
3

I t  I I  . M-v r>(pu u.4> ) = - C
i  3 S(P 8x . 

3

3u. <f>
“  K. I t  M 1p — u . u .  --------e 3 £ ~9x„

(3.10)

3.3.2 Pressure scrambling term

Similar to the pressure strain term in the Reynolds stress equa

tions, this term represent a ’redistribution’ (or destruction) of 

scalar fluxes due to pressure fluctuations. Again, the pressure 

fluctuation can be eliminated through the solution of a Poisson equation, 

chou(/9 4-5 ), R&tfrcK U950, whereupon it can be shown that there are three separate

contributions to the pressure scrambling term. The first part, <{>:( 1)

( 2)is due to the turbulent action, the second, <J>. , is due to the meanYi(j)
(3)strain process, and the last part <J>.: ^ue t 0 buoyancy effects.

3.3.2-1 Model for the turbulent part,

This term is modelled using a simple closure first proposed by 

Monin (1954) and which has been used by most of the workers. It can

be expressed as :

- E It , M
p r  u ;<f. (3.11)
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Lumley and Khajeh-Nouri (1974) proposed a more elaborate form which 

involves many more terms and therefore is more complicated. Neverthe

less, in the present study only the model of equation (3.11) is co n 

sidered for the turbulent part. Musonge (1983) compared the results 

obtained by using equation (3.11) with those resulting from the one 

proposed by Lumley and Khajeh-Nouri (1974) and concluded that the 

models give significantly different results.

3.3.2-2 Model for mean strain process, <f>( 2 )
H -

Most workers have approximated this term as its counterpart in 

the pressure-strain term. Launder (1975a) proposed that the term 

should be proportional to the production of uV<j>" due to the mean 

strain. When written in density weighted form the model may be 

expressed as :

n ” tf.lt
C<|)2 PV

3U.
9x,

(3.12)

C^2 is a constant and is taken to be equal to 0.5. Lumley (1975)
( 2)outlined a more general form in modelling $> , which is assumed to

be valid for flows with large density variations and can be expressed 

as :

C* 2 P o . „u .cf) + 6 . u. < 
1 & 3 3£ 1

3U.

3x,
~ t - it

‘ C A9p u -;<P2 3
3U.

dx. 
1

(3.13)

and are an empirical constants taken to be equal to -0.25

and -0.5 respectively, Samaraweera (1978). The second term of equation 

(3.13) is equal to zero for constant density flows.
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3.3.2-3 Model for the buoyancy part, (3)
icf>-

As in its counterpart in the pressure strain term of the Reynolds 

stress equation, there are two buoyancy force term, where the first 

part enters directly through the buoyancy production term, i.e. term 

(b) in equation (2.54) and the second part is approximated according 

to Launder (1975a) as :

(3) Bg^ " 2 (3.14)

Jones (1979) modified this expression using the relation described in 

chapter 2, so that it could be applied to variable density flows. The 

result is

♦ i ?  ■ - V i p'*" ( 3 - 153

From those approximation for the scalar flux equation above, two models
t he

can be constructed, that is model SF1 and model SF2 as in^Reynolds 

stress equations. These models are summarized in section (3.12).

3.4 The scalar variance equation

In the buoyant flow situations, where the approximation as 

defined in equation (3.14) is used, it is necessary to determine <j>"2 . 

However, it is also of interest in variable density flows, e.g. combus

tion problems where it is used in the mean density evaluation.

Tamanini (1977), Markatos e t  a t .  (1982).

The exact equation for <j>” 2 has been presented earlier, i.e. 

equation (2.57) and the terms that need to be approximated are those 

representing the diffusive and the dissipative processes.
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3.4.1 The dissipative term

For constant density flows, where :

2

3 <f>"

3x,
(3.16)

The term is approximated either by Spalding (1971) and Wyngaard (1975) 

as :

%  ■ CD*"2 k (3.17)

or obtained from an approximated transport equation, e.g. Musonge

(1983). However, as Launder (1977) has pointed out when an trans

port equation is included, the difficulties in modelling its terms 
. are increased far beyond those which exist in the energy 

dissipation rate equation. Nevertheless, the inclusion of the 

transport equation in modelling has been considered by many workers, 

e.g. Zeman £ Lumley (1978), Newman e t  a t .  (1981), Elgobashi and Launder 

(1981) and recently by Jones and Musonge (1983). It is however not 

considered in this work.

3.4.2 The diffusive transport term

This term is modelled as the usual simple gradient approximation, 

e.g. Jones (1979) :

m 2 r , K. M  tlC , —  u.u. sd) c i £
3<f>"'

3x.
(3.17)

Alternative models include that of Zeman and Lumley (1979) who proposed 

a more complex model which allows for the possibility of a counter 

gradient flux of uV<J>".
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3.5 The fluctuating density-velocity correlation equation

The properties of density weighted decomposition provide a 

relationship between the mean fluctuating velocity uV and the

density velocity correlation p ’uV as defined earlier; the former 

quantity appears in the Reynolds stress equation and the latter is 

needed in closure approximations for unknown terms. Closure approxi

mations are, therefore, required for the uV transport equation 

(2.50) in order to provide a complete second order model.

As usual, the convective and production term require no approxi

mation at the present level of closure, the fine scale motion is 

assumed to be isotropic, Lumley (1975), and as a consequence the 

dissipative terms is equal to zero. Thus :

t ! .
3p '/p

3x.
J

= 0 (3.18)

For constant density flows and where the Boussinesq approximation can 

be invoked, term (e) in equation (2.51) is equal to zero. In the 

case of variable density flows Jones (1979) suggested that the quantity 

could be modelled by :

u.l
3uV p'uV 3p'u'.'

1 i 1

3x P ’2
(3.19)

3x

where it is assumed that the proportionality constant is of the order 

unity. However, it is difficult at the present stage of modelling 

for variable density flows to test the validity of equation (3.19) and 

to determine the value of the proportionality constant, because of the 

lack of either theoretical or experimental contributions in this field, 

Vandrome (1980) proposed a slightly different model for this term
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where the proportionality constant is taken to equal to unity. However, 

in the present study, the term is assumed to be negligible.

3.5.1 The diffusive transport term

Since there are many modelling uncertainties and a lack of experi

mental data for variable density flows situation, the simplest model 

for the diffusive transport term is adopted. This is similar to that 

of Daly and Harlow (1970) for Reynold stress diffusive term and can be 

written :

p'uVuV 
i  3

k -Csp — p e
t» Mu.u„ 
3 A

3P

9x„

Csp is a constant

(3.20)

3.5.2 The density and pressure correlation,

This term, i.e. term (c) involving the pressure gradient and can 

be separated into two parts. Thus :

P ’ 9P

p 3x.l

P' 3p*

p 9x.l
(3.21)

For flows with small density differences the first part can be accu

rately approximated by :

( T\ -
p' 3p

kP J 3xi

Jt

P , 2 3p 

p2 9x.l
(3.22)

and for the reacting flowsA can be evaluated with the aid of the fast 

chemistry probability density function combustion model.
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The second part in (3.21) requires an approximation; a closure 

approximation is derived for situations where the density fluctuation 

is sufficiently small for the Boussinesq approximation to be valid 

and then this is taken to be applicable to flows with large density 

variations. A series expansion for the density is then used to 

yield :

p' 3p' p' 3p'
------- a ---------- (3.23)
p 3x. p 3x.l l

When Boussinesq approximation is valid, p' can be taken to be p r o 

portional to T* as mentioned in the previous chapter and the term 

becomes practically identical to that which appears in the scalar 

flux equations. Hence in the present work the second part of equation 

(3.2.1) is approximated by models which are similar to those adopted 

for the pressure scrambling term in the scalar flux equation. These 

are then assumed to be valid for flows with large density variations 

as well as with small density variations. The model can be written 

as :

p' 3p' c ____ ____ 3U. p'2
—  —  = C$1 f p ' u "  + C$2 p'uV - i  ♦  C$ 3  g —  (3 .24)
p 3x. J 3x. pi 1

As for the scalar flux equation, two models can be constructed, 

i.e. model MV1 and model MV2 which is summarized in section (3.12).

3 . 6  The turbulence energy dissipation rate

In this work, the turbulent energy dissipation equation is 

modelled according to Hanjalic and Launder (1972), with an additional 

term added to account for buoyancy effects.
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For steady flow the complete approximated equation can be written

as :

8e

3x.
3

3 x . 
3

-C p -  uVuV c e i 3

3e

3x.l-
CeiP £ u n  

7 -  U . U  .
k i 3

3U.l
3 x . 

3

e2 __   3pC 11
£ 2P ~ C e3 77 P u 7

k k 1 3x.
(3.25)

Equation (3.25) is essentially a constant density model and in the 

absence of better information this is taken to be directly applicable 

to variable density flows. The values of the model constants C^, 

Cei> C£2 and C£ 3 adopted in the present work are given in tables

3.1 and 3.2. In the present study, different constants were used for 

the production and for buoyancy term, whereas Rodi and Hossain (1982), 

and Rodi (1974) used the same constant for both terms.

3*. 7 Model A

The equations that comprise Model A involve the models of equa

tions (3.2), (3.5) and (3.6) for Reynolds stresses equations, the 

models of equations (3.11), (3.12) and (3.14) for scalar flux 

equations, and the model of equations (3.24 ) for the fluctuating 

density-velocity correlation equation. This model is essentially 

used by Rodi (1972, 1979) and Hossain and Rodi (1974), and is here 

applied to the calculation of vertical buoyant and non-buoyant jets.

The equations for Model A is summarized below.

The Reynolds stress model : A term
U

h u 2 „ f 2 f_ 2 Iu.u. - —  6 . .k - C 2 P. . - T  6 . .Pi J 3 ij J 3 1 3 t iJ ^ 13 J
RS2
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The Scalar Flux model : 6 .. termi<f>

9U.
’i* = V t u? "  + c^  u? "  ~  + V gi*": SF2

9x
Z

f i ^ c + u c x h o ^
The mean velocityA model : A . ^  term

i p

9U. i 2
a n  » m  G  , n * "  1  , nA. = C, p u. 7- + C n u. ----  + C. g.
Ip <I>1 1 k $2 J ax d>3 1

j

P , 2 3p
MV 2

p z 9x.l

3 . 8 Model B

The equations that comprise Model B are those involving the 

approximations of equations (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) and (3.7) for Reynolds 

Stresses equation, the approximations of equations (3.11), (3.13) and 

(3.15) for scalar flux equations.

This model is used for calculating vertical and horizontal b u o y 

ant and non-buoyant, plane and axisymmetric jets in situations where 

the Boussinesq approximation is valid and a fire plume where the 

density difference is large.

The equations for Model B Qf<L summarized below.

The Reynolds stress model : term

(C2 + 8)
A . . = C,p £ij L k

tt  n  2  j. ,u.u. - —  5 . .k
l 1 3 3 ij  J 11

9U. 9U.-  It M j  -  II M 1pu.u — ■*- + pu.u. —
1  1

(6C2 + 4 ) 

11

(2 - 8C2) 

11

9U
U ft 36

9U

pUkU j 9x,
r - 11 II ml+ 6 . .pu u n ----> +
^  m *  9x,

(30C2 - 2 )

55

9U. 9U.
1 3

9x. 9x.
" 3 I'

pk

_ ^ _ 9 U- 11 11 a

pu^

- . . 30,1 (40C2 + 12) 3U“  n  ft  36 i r  36 ""i
puiun — f ' -----------6ii —  pkJ * -W ] 559x.1 9x

Z

n 1 11 1 * 1 1
+ C3,( g j Ui P + g ±u j  P

L ~ 11 1
' 3 6ijg(iV RSI
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The Scalar flux model : d>. , term
i<f>

2

£

~ - e «i. i»
>. . =  C  p  r -  U .  <j>i(h <{)1 k 1 C \  & ■ nPU-V' (j)2 l j Z  lT

p “ ii.ii
6i£PV

3U

9x

~ 9U.- n ii l
-  W  —9x

C. g.pd)" d>35i y
1

The mean velocity fluctuation : A. term
ip

SF1

A.
ip > 1  k u.l C < 6 .„p u . 

4>H i* 1
6. p u.

1

9 U .
__ I
9x„

C 1 P u.«t)2 3

9U.i ii l
9x

+
i 2

V i

p ' 2 3p 

p2 9x.l
MV1

3.9 Algebraic stress/heat flux models

Here only a brief explanation is given,and for more details the
i

reader is referred to Rodi(1972, 1976, 1979, 1980), Chen and Rodi 

(1975), Hossain and Rodi (1982).

In the second-order models described above, partial differential 

equations must be solved for each component of the Reynolds stress 

and Scalar flux. This requires significantly increased computing 

times and is sometimes considered to be uneconomical. For this 

reason,Rodi (1972) proposed a simplification which reduces the partial 

differential equations to algebraic expressions where the basic 

features or properties of the models are retained.

The algebraic model used here results from the simplification of 

the equations described earlier and is obtained by neglecting the

convective and diffusive transport terms in the u ^u j> uV<J>M and uV
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equations. It has previously been derived and used by Rodi (1972), 

Chen and Rodi (1975).

Algebraic stress/flux expression :

When the convection and diffusion transport terms are omitted 

from the Reynolds-stress equation and the approximation for the dissi

pation and the pressure strain terms which consist of equation (3.2),

(3.5) and (3.6) is introduced into the u ^u j equation, then :

0 = - p nu.u„ l  Z

3U

3x,

3u.f t  f t  1
+  u . u  --------

3 A 3x
_ - ( tl , M t» , lt\
3p Lgi uj 4> + g j u i^  J

ClP- f
r~ T T i r  2 u.u. - —  6 . .p ( 1 j 3 1 3 * C2P p. . - T  6 . .p - C3p G. . - y  6 . .G

(  3  13 J

i
2
3 6. .pe

13
(3.26)

After rearranging, equation (3.26) can be expressed as the algebraic 

equation :

I f  f tU.U .
1 3

= k \  6. .
3 13

(C; C2 - 1) (1 - c o

eC-
tt ttu.u„ l  Z

3U. 
__ 1

3x„

au.II tl 2.
U . U ,
3 * 3x,

„ ii it+ Bg.u.cf)C l  3 T
^  f t  . t t+ 3g j u i<f> (3.27)

In deriving equation (3.27) the constant C 3 has been set equal to
fhni

C2 and the assumptions introduced imply^the result is strictly only 

valid if local equilibrium conditions prevail.
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Similarly, when the convection and diffusion terms are neglected 

in the scalar flux model and the approximations of equations (3.11),
tf'iC —- ~ ~

(3.12) and (3.14) Ch3? introduced intoA u’-V' equation, then :

1I M
0 = u.u

1 £
3$

3x,

3U.It , It 1u <j) ----
3x„

eg±4>112 n - e m n C, p t- u. <f> <n k iY

+ C u4>2£
. 3U.ii.ii i
3x, + C 4,36gi+

u2 (3.28)

Equation (3.28) can also be rearranged to yield the following expres

sion for the scalar flux :

ii. it
U .  d> 

1 Y
ii ii

U . u  l £
3$

3x,
(1 " C AJ  u v <|>2 £

3U.ii . ii l
3x,

( i  - c ) Bgi}"2

(3.29)

Similarly, an expression for the mean of the velocity fluctuation can 

be obtained :

__  3U.
0 = puV — —

3 3x. 
J

II II
-  U . U .

1 3

d p

3 x . 
3

P ’ 2 9P

3x.
i

„ - e -iiC . , p  T~ u .<f>l k i

3U.
r  lC,9pu. ---

*2 } 3x.

i 2

C *3gi (3.30)

Hence

" k r — * iu. = —  (1 - C.lpu.l e <p2 * j

3U.

3x
H iiu.u.
1 3

3p

3x

i 2 3p P ' 2

p2 3x.K l
C 4>3g i /C

(3.31)

As an alternative to the above, Rodi (1976) suggests an approximation
thewhich avoids^neglect of the convective and diffusive transport of the
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individual Reynolds stresses entirely and approximates them in 

terms of convection and diffusion of the turbulent kinetic energy, k, 

i.e. :

u.u.
(conv. - Diff.) 11 M = 1- -- (conv. - Diff.)i'u.u. . 'k

i 3 k

. U. .

(P + G - e) 
k

(3.32)

When this assumption is used, the constant Ci in the denominator of

equation (3.27) is then replaced by Cj + (P + G)/e - 1; similar 

expressions were obtained for^uVfjj" equation by Gibson and Launder

(1976).

In local equilibrium flows where P + G = e, then equation 

(3.27) is again obtained. Hossain (1980) has used this more refined 

algebraic expression resulting from the use of equation (3.32) for his 

calculations of vertical buoyant jets. However, the results obtained 

were comparable with those obtained with the local equilibrium model. 

The model was tested by Hossain (1980) only for the normal stresses in 

the case of horizontal buoyant flows, whereas Ljuboja and Rodi (1981) 

successfully used this for vertical buoyant wall plumes.

Nevertheless, the simpler model, i.e. local equilibrium model is

claimed to be sufficiently accurate in most free flow situations,
d

Hossain and Rodi (1982), and henceA is used for comparison purposes in 

this work.

The algebraic expression above is seen to contain parameter k 

and e, where k is obtained by k = 4  uVuV and e is obtained from 

its modelled equation (3.25). These expressions together with equa

tions (3.27), (3.29) and (3.31) and mean flow equations (2.1) - (2.3)
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form a closed set for determining the turbulent properties.
the

In^algebraic stress/flux model of Chen and Rodi (1975) the ratio 

of the normal stresses in the lateral direction and the turbulent 

kinetic energy is assumed constant, i.e.

- n o
u 2

k

(1 - C 2 )' 

Cl .

= 0.53 (3.33)

In the present study, this model is only used to calculate the vertical 

buoyant and non-buoyant jets, where the empirical constants are given 

in table 3.2.

3.10 Calculation for mean density and scalar fluctuation

When large density differences arises in flows then the Boussinesq 

approximation is not valid. Therefore, it is necessary to find another 

method of evaluating the mean of the scalar fluctuation appearing in 

the uVuV equation, the density variance which appears in the uV<{>" 

and uV equations and the mean density which appears in all the 

modelled transport equations.

The only flow with appreciable density variations considered in 

the present work is the fire plume. If in this situation the heat 

loss to the surrounds can be neglected compared with the heat release, 

then the instantaneous thermodynamic state of gas is determinable as a 

non-linear function of a strictly conserved scalar variable such as the 

mixture fraction, i.e. the mass fraction of fuel both burnt and unburnt, 

f, Jones and Whitelaw (1982). However, knowledge of the mean value 

of f alone is insufficient to determine the mean value of the density,
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since their relationship is non-linear. To evaluate the mean density 

and temperature etc the statistics of f must be known and can be 

obtained v i a  the probability density function (pdf) for f.

The approach of a two parameter form of the pdf in terms of the 

mean, f and variance, f " 2 is adopted. The pdf defined in this 

work is a density weighted function, so that density weighted mean 

and fluctuating values can be written as, Bradshaw e t  a t . (1981),

Libby and Williams (1980) :

$
1

*(f)p(f)df
o

(3.34)

1

r  = j ( » ( £ ) - * ( £ ) ) p C f ) d f  (3.35)
0

Where the unweighted mean values can be expressed as :

) $(f)
t = p -----p(f)df (3.36)

l P ( £>

The mean density and its variance can be evaluated, Jones (1979) from 

the expression :

P
P(f)

P(f)

- 1

df (3.37)

and

p'

1

p(f)p(f)df
.

o

-
P (3.38)

The probability density function p(f) must satisfy the following c o n 

ditions :
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p(f) * 0 0 $ f <: 1 (3.39)

p(f) = 0 f < 0 , f > 1 (3.40)

and its shape has to be specified.

The distribution which is used in this work is the 3-probability 

density function assumed by Richardson e t  a l .  (1953). This is :

P(f) = r
fa V - f ) 5 ' 1

fa- 1 (l-f)b '1df

0 £ f <: 1 (3.41)

The values of the exponents a and b are obtained from the follow

ing expressions :

. f(l-f)
a = f { -------  - 1

f " 2

(3.42)

(1 -f)
b = ------ a

f
(3.43)

Rhodes (1975) has provided experimental results in support of 3-proba

bility density function and its use has been recommended by Jones

(1977) for the calculation of hydrogen/air jet diffusion flames. 

Further, the support of 3 pdf for diffusion flame calculation has 

also been provided by Jones and Pope (1977), Goday (1982) and Jones 

and Whitelaw (1982).

The accuracy of determining the scalar quantity, f and scalar 

variance f " 2 is important, in order to evaluate the exponents a

and b.
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3.11 Determination of the empirical constants

A set of constants appeared in the model described earlier, the 

values of those constants can be obtained either from experiment or 

from computer optimization. In the case of axisymmetric jet some of 

the constants, e.g. Ci, C _, C,_ are also determined by the equationsA cp 1 <p2
given below.

The value of is calculated such that it has satisfied the

following conditions :

,h2u"^ u"v"
---- = 0.816 and -----  = 0.293 (3.44)

where u " 2 , u"vand £—  is represented by equations

u " 2

| CCX - l )
(12 - 4C2 )

11
+ 2 (3.45)

and

u"v' 8C'

11
u tt2 8 + C'

11
(30C2 - 2)

S -
55

(3.46)

S = 4  (Ci - i)
(8 - 10C2)

11
(3.47)

The constants in the scalar field C,. and C,_ is obtained through(}) 1 <pZ
the scalar flux equations for equilibrium flows with negligible trans

port and buoyancy effect, i.e. :
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(1 + C x ) u.
<t>2J J

9U.M . It 1

9x

n tt
U .  U  .

1 3

9$

9x . 
J

r  e  " a "C, 7- U.4> 4>l k i = 0

The flow considered is two dimensional, for i = 1, equation (3 

can be written as :

- (1 + C
„ 9U

V M <j)M —

9y

_ 94>
u"v" —

9y
0

and for i = 2

94>
y »«2 --

ay
0

Define :

v"4>" = ---------, yt

° t  ay
u"v"

9U

9y

~ 9U
p = e = - u"v" —

9y

Applying definition (3.51) to equations (3.49) and (3.50) yield

C4)1
v " 2 9$ . k v " 2k
=  —  F  = a t =  =  v"4>" 3y u"v" u"v"

C4>2

u"v" 94>/9y uM4>" 1
------  - C p  -7—  ------

v"4>" 90/9y  ̂ v"4>" 90/9y

The flow satisfies :

u ”4>"
— r—  = - 1.1 , a = 0.75
v n4>"

(3.48) 

.48)

(3.49)

(3.50)

(3.51)

(3.52)

(3.53)

(3.54)
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V "2

k

w " 2

0.55 , ---- = 0.634
k

(3.55)

giving :

C
cj)l

4.805 0.203 (3.56)

In the present study, the values of the constants in model A  ore not 

necessarily the same as the values for model B which are tabulated 

in tables 3.1 and 3.2.

Term Symbol value
assigned

Equation
appeared references

Diffusive^
transport

Reynolds stress
Scalar fluxes 
Scalar variance
mean fluctuating 
velocity

C s

C As<j>

C sp

0.225

0 . 1 1

0.13

(3.1)

(3.10, 3.17) 

(3.20)

Launder § 
Morse (1977)

Gibson £
■ Launder

(1978)
J

Pressure strain A. .
Ci
c 2
c 3

2 . 2

0.55
0.55

(3.2)
(3.5)
(3.6)

Launder
(1975a)

4

Pressure scrambling/
density pressure gradient
correlation, 6 .^, 4>.i<J> ip

S i
S .2

S 3

3.2
-0.5
0.5

(3.11)
(3.12) 
(3.14)

Launder»
(1975a)

J

Scalar dissipative transport C D 1.25 (3.17) Launder(1975a)

Diffusive! rate of 
transport/ dissipation c e 0.15 (3.25) Launder e t  a t .  

(1975)

production
destruction

buoyancy

c e i
c e 2

C e3

1.43
1.92

1 . 0

(3.25)
(3.25)

(3.25)

) Chen § Rodi 
J (1975)
present
computer
optimization

Table 3.1 Empirical constants for model A and algebraic stress/flux 
m o d e l .
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Terms Symbol value Equation referencesassigned appeared

Reynolds stress C 0 . 2 2 (3.1)

Diffusive
transport

Scalar fluxes 
Scalar variance C J.s<f>

0 . 2 2 (3.10, 3.17)
Launder § 
Morse
(1977)

mean fluctua
ting velocity C sp 0 . 2 2 (3.20)

1.5 (plane) Launder e t

Ci (3.2) a l ,  (1975)

Pressure strain A . . 2 . 6  (axisym) present 
(comp.opt.)il

C 2 0.4 (3.3) Launder e t  
a l ,  (1975)

c 3 0.3 (3.7) present

3.2 (plane)
4 . 8 0 5 (axisym)

Launder
Pressure scrambling/

S i (3.11) (1975a)
present

density-pressure gradient
C* 2

-0.25 (3.13) present

correlation, 6 .,, d>.i<j> ip c'
<J>2

-0.5 (plane) 
- 0 .204(axisym) (3.13) present

V
1

3 (3.15) present

Scalar dissipative 
transport CD 2 . 0 (3.17) present

Diffusive"
transport^

rate of 
dissipation

Launder $
c e 0.18 (3.25) Spalding

(1974)
production C£l 1.45 (3.25) * Launder §

-Spalding
destruction

C £2
1.90 (3.25) (1974)

buoyancy C £3 0.95 (3.25) present 
(comp.o p t .)

Table 3.2 Empirical constants for model B.

3.12 The thin shear layer equations

In this section, the modelled equations for steady flows will be 

fully presented in tensor form, where the boundary layer form of the 

modelled equation for vertical and horizontal jets is presented in 

table 3.3 and all the variables are defined in the Nomenclature.
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The model for the v e l o c i t y  field e q u a t i o n  :

The Reynolds stress equation : The modelled equation for pu^u^ can 

be expressed as :

It M3u. u.
pu, i 3

3x, 9x
Z L

n  II, -----  9u.u.k - if tr 1 3C —  pu.us e Z m 9xm J

- T . 3U.M M  1u „ u . ----
* J 3x.

— : ■■ 3U.' 
+ u''u'.' — 1

* 1 3x.

2 -  .p e 6 . .3 K ij

—  9p — —
u.l 9x.

1

+ u .
1 9x.l

A. .
13

(3.57)

where Â _. is the pressure strain correlation, which consist of 

three processes, i.e. :

and

A.. = A . ™  + A < 2) *
13 13 13 13

A .a >13 CiP f
M Mu.u.

I 1 3
Y  6 . .k 3 13 J

A<?>
13

a (3) + A..
13

(C2 + 8)

11
3U.M M  J

|Ui U Z 9x,
+ u.u„ 

3 *

3U.
I f  M i

9x,

(6C2 ♦ 4) i . - ^ a u

11
p u . u .  

1 3 9x,

_ 9U
m m ml  + pS..u u 0 

13 m Z 9x
Z '

(30C2 - 2 )

55

3U. 9 U .
1 . 3

9x 9x.iJ
pk

(2 - 8C 2 )

11
3U. 9U,- M M  Z - M M  Z

p u . u  --------  +  p U . U  --------
1 Z  ̂ 3 Z3 x . 

3
3x.

1 '

(40C2 + 12) 3U 
-------------- 6 . . —  pk

1355 9x.

~  I M I M+ c 3<g.u.p + g.u.
1 3m 1

M I
P

2 M l—  6 . . s u p3 1 3 H  r model RS2
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a <2) ♦ a .(3) 1 1 1 1 = C 2
f 2 ' 2 1
P. . - T  PS. .
1 il 3 ijJ + C 3 G. .

1 il
- y «..G 3 ij J model RSI

The modelled equation for the dissipation rate, e , is written as

9e
pU.

9x. 9x.
1 1

n -  k " »» C p —  u . u . e e i i
9e

9x.
T

— 9U.n - £ it tt 1C ,p r  u.u. ----
£l k 1 J 3x.

3

— P ̂c p V
£2 k

—  9pn - e iiC p —  u. ----
£3 k 1 3x.

1

(3.58)

The mean velocity fluctuation equation : The modelled equation for 

can be expressed as :

pU,
9u.l
9x„ 9x.

, — -—  9u,.n 
C p —  u'.'u" — -
sp e J £ ax „

M M
U . U „

1 i

9p _

9x,

__  9U.- n i pu ---
9x ip

(3.59)

where A^ is the density and pressure gradient correlation, which 

also consists of three processes, i.e.

A. = A P >  ♦ ♦ A . ^
IP IP IP IP

and

A (1 ) „ - £ MA. = + C p r  u.ip 4>1 k l

♦ A (3) - r pu.
IP IP <f>2 1

9U.
-  M  1

p ' 2 p ’ 2 9p

9 x . 
1

V i  —  ♦ — model MV2
p^ 9x.l

and
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A<2) ♦ A.(3^lp IP = c 4)2 l V ui' + 5u pujj

au. —  au.
J n '  ~ " 1

--^  + C A9p U i ----<j>2 J
8x

Z
a x .

3

p »

c g.
<f>3e i

p ' 2 3p
model MV1

p 2 9x.l

The modelled equations for scalar field :

Scalar flux equation : The modelled equation for û <j) can be written 

as follows :

pU,
» 11,11au. ai T
ax„ ax.

r, II, l O3u. 9k n  iiC . —  u„u i Y p ",
U . d )s<j> e Z m ax Z Y

V m J 

ap
- i "

ax.i
î<f>

au. _ _ _i tt tr---- + u.u„i Z

a<j>M

ax z ax

(3.60)

where

and

,  .  ♦  *<2> + ♦ <«
1 9 ^Kj) î<f>

n C ” " "
%  k PV

au.
+ = c p i i V '  — -  - c g . p f

i4> 1 9 92 1 ax (p 3 1
<2> ♦ . model SF2

and

(2) + *C3)
’i({) î<f>

— — — 1 au. au.
C -(6. pu’-V' + 6. pu’.V'f— -  + c' pu’.V' 1
*2 | j * r  j 9x <t>2 3* 3x>

J z  ]
P , 2 3p

p 2 ax. S a S i P * " model SF1
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The scalar variance equation : The modelled equation for cf) "2 can be

written as :

8<{>m 2

pU1
9x. 9x,

- k »» iiC —  u. u„ s<{> e 1 Z

d<t>"21

9x,
2p u ^ "

34>"

ax.i
v  I- r 2

(3.61)

The boundary layers form of the modelled equation for steady state 

flow is given below for both vertical and horizontal jets.

i



Pressure-Scrambling
Varia
ble Convection Diffusion Production Dissipation model

type Non-buoyant
Buoyant Contribution

vertical horizontal vertical horizontal

r—  + t = 0 Continuity Equation

u DU
Dt

1 1 1 6

- ^  j ] - - £  J ^ 0  - p>eydy
1 1 1

D$
Dt

j---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- |----------- 1-----

- w  ( i v r )  j j |

i i i

e De
Dt

a
ay

,, - k ,, ,, 3e C p — u"v" —  e e 3y

1 1 1
■ r  - e ,, ,, 3U „ - c2 , n  ,, 3p . _ | M 3p 3pl 1 - C p t— u"v" ——  - C p —  1 - C ,u" ~ ~ ~  1 - C u" zr- + v" r H■ el k 3y e2 k . e3 3x . e3[ 3x 3yJ
1 1 1

u"v"

1 1 1

1 - pv"2 1 1 RSI 1 p 
1 3y 1 1 1 
1 1 I I

1 1 1 1 
(C2+8) (2-8C2) 1 1 1 -  1Du"v" 3

ay.
C 0 k v"2 3u"V"Dt s e 3y n  v n  u | C3gxV p | L3gyu p | v 3x [ [ a y  3xJ 

I I  I I
i i I I r  I i r
1 1 I I  (30C2-2) ] - 1 i i i
i i i i k 3U - i i i i 
1 1 1 1 55 J 3y 1 i i i
i i  1 1 *  i i  i i

__

T "  ...I " .." - 1 " | 1 1 1 1

1 1 I I  Cjp p- u"v" I I  I I  

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1





8x = - g

gy = - g

I able 3.3 Boundary layer form of the governing equations for thin shear layer vertical and horizontal jets.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the equations comprising the models described 

in the previous chapter are solved by the well known numerical p r o 

cedure of Patankar and Spalding (1970). The results obtained for 

each model are presented and compared with existing experimental data 

or with the computations of other workers. This is done separately 

for self-similar pure jets and pure plumes. The vertical and h o r i 

zontal jet is also discussed separately. The predicted dependence 

on Froude number and sensitivity of the models to the values of 

empirical constants used is also presented. For the case of the 

axisymmetrical jet the constants have been re-evaluated so that the 

models produce the experimentally observed rate of spread.

The individual terms in the modelled equations are grouped 

together in table 3.3 according to their physical significance. It 

is shown that the only difference between the vertical and the h o r i 

zontal jet is in the buoyancy term.

4.2 Self-similar jets and plumes

It is known that there are two limiting cases of buoyant jets; 

these are pure jets where the buoyancy effects are negligible, i.e.

Fr — *• oo and pure plumes where the buoyancy effect are dominant, i.e. 

Fr < 10. Both limiting cases becomes self-similar after some 

development length.

In the present calculations, it was found that the flows reached 

the similarity region at x/D = 30, both for plane and axisymmetric
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pure jets. It took a distance of around x/D = 60 for the plane 

plume to reach the similarity region, and a slightly greater distance 

was required for the axisymmetric plume to become self-similar. 

However, self-similarity analysis requires that pure jets and pure 

plumes spread linearly, i.e. :

dy 5u dy
= constant, . 5T = constant

dx
(4.1)

dx

where y _ and y are the characteristic velocity width and 

temperature width respectively, illustrated in fig. 4.1. The spread

ing rate for the velocity and the temperature do not have the same 

value. The decay of the maximum velocity and the maximum excess 

temperature for self-similar jets and plumes, are given by  a set of 

empirically based equations presented in Hossain and Rodi (1982) and 

for convenience, rewritten here :

non-buoyant

buoyant :

u <L
uo

au
X

j+12

TX -  Te
T - T o e

f ^
X

yPj

itI 2

U t_
uo

*uF

1
3

»

(4.2)

(4.3)

l
3 (4.4)
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I  (2j+3)
3 fx]' 3

Id  J
o e

where j = 0 for plane jets and j = 1 for axisymmetric jets, and 

au ’ â ,, $u and are decay constants.

Plane Axisymmetric

pure jet pure plume pure jet pure plume

Decay constant a u a,j. 6u b t au â . 6u 8T

present 
prediction 
(model B)

2.83 2.62 1.76 3.75 6.76 4.58 4.45 11.06

Measurement 
taken from 
Chen £ Rodi 
(1980)

2.40 2.00 1.90 2.40 6.20 5.0 3.50 9.35

Calculation of 
Hossain § Rodi 
(1982)

2.37 2.10 1.98 2.60 6.60 5.10 3.50 8.22

Table 4.1 Decay rates for pure jets and pure plumes.

Table 4.1 compares the calculated decay constants appearing in equation 

(4.2)-(4.5) with the experimental values taken from Chen and Rodi (1980). 

The calculations of Hossain and Rodi (1982) were carried out using an 

algebraic stress model. The results are in reasonably good agreement 

with experiment and each other.

4.2.1 Initial and boundary conditions

The initial conditions were chosen arbitrarily to be "top hat" 

profiles at the start of the calculation, and the downstream integra

tion was carried out until the p r o f i l e ’s shapes becomes constant, so 

that similarity prevailed. Hence, the results are independent
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from the initial conditions. The boundary conditions are specified 

at the boundaries I and E as illustrated in fig. 4.2. Where I 

is the symmetry plane and E is the free boundary located at the 

edges of the jet. The velocity in the E boundary, is equal to

zero throughout the present calculations.

4.2.2 The spreading rate for pure jets and pure plumes

The calculated spreading parameters using model B, for the 

velocity and the temperature is compared with the experimental values 

taken from Chen and Rodi (1980) and the calculation taken from Hossain 

and Rodi (1982). These are tabulated in table 4.2 below :

\ .  Flow 

Model

Plane Axisymmetric

Pure jet Pure plume Pure jet Pure plume

^ . S u 9 y .5T sy.su a y .5T 3y.su 9 y .5T ^ . S u 9 y .5T
3x 3x 3x 3x 3x 3x 3x 3x

Present results 0.117 0.138 0.123 0.134 0.087 0.115 0.097 0.095

Experimental results 
taken from Chen 5 Rodi 
(1980)

0.11 0.142 0.12 0.13 0.086 0.113 0.112 0.104

k 'v e model from 
Hossain § Rodi (1982) 0.116 0.154 0.115 0.119 0.086 0.115 0.100 0.095

Table 4.2 The calculated and measured spreading rate for pure jets 
and pure plumes

The results presented in table 4.2 show a satisfactory agreement with 

the experimental results.
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4.2.3 The effect of the buoyancy in the equations

In table 3.3, the momentum equation for the vertical buoyant jet 

contains an accelerating buoyancy force term, due to which the centre 

line velocity u ^  remain constant in the similarity region. This 

term is responsible for the differences in the similarity behaviour 

for buoyant and non-buoyant jets and therefore has an indirect effect 

on the turbulence structure. For the case of horizontal jet, this 

equation also contains a buoyancy term, which in contrast to the term 

in the vertical jet equation, is not a direct body forces term, but 

represent the x-gradient of excess hydrostatic pressure.

The scalar equation contains no buoyancy terms and is therefore 

the same for vertical and horizontal jets. The sensitivity toward 

the constants in the buoyancy term of the Reynolds stresses equation, 

scalar equation and the dissipation equation is also checked forA plane 

dL ktu at Froude number equal to 0.05 and x/D = 50, the results are 

tabulated in the table below.

C 3 C *3 C el C e3
3 y .5u
3x

k / u !_

0.55 0.5 1.45 1.1 1.079 x 10'1 8.895 x 10"2

0.55 1
3 1.43 1.2 1.05 x 10'1 8.588 x 10"2

0.3 1_ 1.43 1.2 1.063 x 10_1 8.936 x 10"23

Table 4.3 Sensitivity check for different value of 
constants in the buoyancy terms.
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4.3 Vertical buoyant jet

Chen and Rodi (1980) based their calculation on the vertical 

buoyant jet, because they argued, any general calculation method for 

buoyant flows should be able to predict this relatively simple flow 

well. In the present calculation, all the models described in 

chapter 3 are tested for vertical buoyant jets. These flows have a 

boundary layer character and therefore the boundary layer form of 

coordinate system is used. This is shown in fig. 4.1, where x is 

the main flow direction and hence coincides with the jet axis; y is 

the lateral direction. As x is in the vertical direction, the 

buoyancy forces act only in this direction in which g^ has a n o n 

zero component of -g. Also,since x is measured in the vertical
C O A  lA4,td

direction, the lateral momentum equation*show that, the static pressure 

p is independent of y. Hence the pressure gradient 9p/8x is also 

independent of y and therefore can be replaced by dp/dx. This can 

then be expressed as :
i

dp
----- = P Pg (4.6)

dx E

where p„ is the ambient density, b

Since the behaviour of the vertical buoyant jets is of paramount 

importance in the present work the calculated dependence on Froude 

number is investigated and the results presented in the following sub

sections. Table 3.3 shows that the equations for the turbulence 

quantities are strongly coupled, so that the effect of the individual 

terms on the level of the turbulence quantities is difficult to e s t a 

blish without solving the equations. However, because the buoyancy 

term in the vertical jet is positive, the relative turbulence correlations
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(k/u(̂  , u v / u ^  etc) are likely to be larger in the vertical buoyant 

jet (pure plume) than in non-buoyant jet (pure jet).

4.3.1 The influence of Froude number

the
As described in the introductory c h a p t e r , Froude number, Fr, 

is an important parameter in determining the behaviour of the vertical 

buoyant jet. Therefore, a set of small up to very large values of 

Froude number is used, ranging from Fr = 0.05 to Fr = 103 0 .

For the plane jet, the results for the non-dimensional velocity p r o 

files are plotted in fig. 4.3a. Here it can be seen that different 

values of Froude numbers have little effect on the distribution of 

the velocity, and the profiles for the pure jet (large Fr) and pure 

plume (small Fr) are almost coincident .

The profiles of the temperature are also plotted for the same 

range of Froude number as for the velocity, fig. 4.3b. In this 

figure, the non-dimensional profiles of the temperature can hardly be
i
distinguished near the centre line. The non-dimensional kinetic 

energy profiles for Fr = 5.0 to Fr > 500 are also plotted in

fig. 4.4. It is seen that, the smaller the values of the Froude
2

number, the larger is the turbulence intensity k/u, . As mentioned
(L

by Kotsovinos (1975), according to his measurement, the value of 
~ 9 2
u'^/u for buoyant plane jet is about 1.50 higher than the corres-

t  .  2
ponding u" 2 /u, value for non-buoyant plane jet. The behaviour

t
of the axisymmetric jet/plume is somewhat different as can be observed 

in fig. 4.5 where calculations for values of Froude number ranging 

from 0.05 to 1030 are presented. It can be seen that the kinetic

energy profiles for axisymmetric pure jet and pure plume are similar. 

The temperature profiles extends out further and is ’fuller' in the 

pure jet than in the pure plume. However, the velocity profiles are
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practically indistinguishable.

From the results displayed in figures 4.3 to 4.5 it can be c o n 

cluded that the flows become essentially non-buoyant when the Froude 

number has a value of around 500 and beyond. The smaller the Froude 

number, the no ore the flows become buoyant. In the present study,

it is emphasized that when the buoyant flow is mentioned, it is to 

refer to very small Froude numbers, i.e. Fr = 0.05, in which

buoyancy forces are dominant.

4.3.2 The sensitivity to variation in model constant values

In this sub-section, the sensitivity to. the constants which 

are used in the model is discussed. The reason is to check that the 

models are not unduly sensitive to the values assigned and perhaps 

to provide a guide as to how the models may be modified.

4.3.2-1 The velocity field prediction

First,the constant C multiplying the buoyancy term in thee 3
dissipation equation is considered. The value of this constant is 

assigned differently for model A  and B, table 3.1 and 3.2, with the 

value chosenAas to produce the correct velocity spreading rate. 

However, in order to check the sensitivity, the same value of C was

used in both models, i.e. C = 1.0. The results are plotted in

figures 4.6 a, b and c, where it can be seen that the kinetic energy 

profiles from model A is different compared with the result obtained 

with model B by about 12%. The profiles of the shear stress u " v M 

and the normal stress u " 2 agreed very well. Different value of

C has also been tested using model B, where the results for the
C3

k i n e t i c  e n e r g y  pr o f i l e s  for d i f f e r e n t  v a l u e s  of C £3 are p l o t t e d  in
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fig. 4.7. It can be seen that the magnitude of kinetic energy is

larger when the value of the is smaller, because low value of

C £3 produced higher dissipation rates, and hence lower kinetic energy

levels. The different value of C£3 is also tested using model B,

for the kinetic energy, fig. 4.8a and the shear stress profiles,

fig. 4.8b, where the latter are hardly to be distinguished. This

must be due to the fact that the value of C does not have a direct
e3

effect toward the shear stress results. In the present study, the 

constants C£l and C £3 in the turbulence energy dissipation rate 

equation are assigned to be independent of each other. This differs 

from the approach of Rodi [1980), Hossain and Rodi [1982), where the 

value of C is considered to be equal to C ^ .  The results using 

different values for C and C ^ 3 are in good agreement with the 

measurement results of Kotsovinos (1975). When the present results 

are compared with the results obtained from the calculation of 

Hossain and Rodi (1982), the agreement is also good.

4.3.2-2 The scalar field prediction

The sensitivity towards the value of the constant C^ 2 in the 

scalar equation is also checked using model B, where C^2 = -0.4

and C ^ 2 = -0.5 cire considered, the results are plotted in fig. 4.9

It is seen that both kinetic energy and the shear stress profiles 

agreed very well for both values of C 0 . This means that the<p 2
value of C ^ 2 does not have a significant effect on the kinetic 

energy and the shear stress profiles. The results of the spreading 

rate for the axisymmetric buoyant and non-buoyant jet are tabulated

in table 4.4 below.
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Non-buoyant buoyant

C.<J>1 S>2

U(J)

V<j)

8 y .Su
3x

3 y .5T
3x S i S>2

u<|>

v4>
3 y .5u
3x

3 y .5T
3x

4.805 -0.061 -1.2 8.718 x 
10"2

1.136 x 
10"1 4.805 -0.061 -1.2 9.29 x 

10"2
9.67 x 

10-2

4.805 -0.203 -1.1 8.719 x 
10"2

1.149 x 
10"1 4.805 -0.203 -1.1 9.13 x 

10~2
9.61 x 

10"2

Table 4.4 The sensitivity check for C o in scalar equation forcp2
the axisymmetric jet.

4.4 The horizontal surface jet

The governing equations for the horizontal jet are the same as 

for the vertical jet, except that the momentum equation in the y- 

direction has a non-zero buoyancy force component. However, the 

temperature difference between the jet and the ambient is small, and a 

linear relationship between temperature and density can be assumed as 

was the case for the vertical buoyant jet. The Boussinesq approxi

mation can also be invoked.

For horizontal flow, the pressure gradient in the y-direction 

3p/3y is non-zero. It can be evaluated v i a  the y-direction momentum 

equation below :

3p
0 -------- + Pg (4.7)

9y

[Note: y is here taken to be measured positive downwards].

or
3p
~  = Pg (4.8)
3y

)
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and

|
p0

where p Q is the pressure at 

Hence equation (4.9) becomes

P d y (4.9)

y = 0, which is taken to be zero.

P (4.10)

And the pressure gradient in the x-direction is obtained by the 

following expression :

9P

dX
P dy (4.11)

where g is the gravitational force and p is the density.

4.4.1 Modelling for horizontal jet

tKe
The model for/shorizontal jet is the same as for the vertical jet, 

except that there are additional term due to the pressure gradient, 

table 3.1. The main flow direction is illustrated in fig. 4.1, where 

x is now measured in the horizontal direction, but remains the main 

flow direction; y is measured in the vertical direction, for which 

the buoyancy force vector pg^ has a non-zero component equal to pg.

From table 3.3 , it is observed that the horizontal jet has n e g a 

tive buoyancy production terms. This is in contrast to the vertical 

jet, where the buoyancy terms are positive. Thus in the horizontal 

jet buoyancy forces act directly to decrease the turbulence energy.

In the present calculations, the same set of empirical constants as for 

the vertical buoyant jet are used. This is in contrast to the approach
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of the majority of previous workers who have used different sets of 

constants for vertical and horizontal jets. For example, Hossain and 

Rodi (1982) present results for the horizontal jet with C ^ 3 equal to 

zero whereas C equal to C was used for the vertical jet. The 

calculations for the horizontal jet were carried out using model B.

4.4.2 Turbulent entrainment

As mentioned before, plumes and jets are examples of free turbu

lent flows, in which the turbulent region grows with downstream d i s 

tance as the non-turbulent fluid becomes entrained into the flow. It 

is known that the velocity profiles are roughly Gaussian in both cases, 

and this has been assumed by some worker, such as; Ellison and Turner 

(1959), Chu and Vanvari (1976) etc to interpret their measurement. 

However, the distribution of stress is not exactly the same in plumes 

as in jets. According to Townsend (1956), the molecular viscosity 

should not influence the flows greatly provided that the Reynolds 

number is high enough. In the flows considered here, the exit Froude

number is large, but the Froude number decreases with increasing d o w n 

stream distance, hence enlarging the Richardson number. The 

Richardson number is considered to be inversely proportional to the 

Froude number. The entrainment, En, is a function of the Richardson 

number and is also proportional to the downstream distance.

In the horizontal jet, there is no self-similarity solution, and 

so a useful task is to compare the predicted and measured entrainment, 

En. By the self-preservation hypothesis, it is defined that the t u r 

bulent entrainment in non-buoyant jets can be assumed to be proportional 

to the mean velocity scale, whereas in the case of buoyant jet, the 

entrainment velocity may depend not only on the local scale, but also
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on both upstream and downstream conditions. This occurs in the latter 

case, because the buoyancy reduces the turbulence intensities continu

ously until the turbulence collapses. Hence, the rate of spread 

decreases with distance from the jet source.

The entrainment En and the Richardson number Ri is defined

by :

1 dm 
En = -  —

0 dx

and

where

Ri
1

0 3
glidy

0
1

m

h

o
U 2dy

i

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

m
h
r

Udy
o

(4.15)

and pm = jet mass flow rate/unit width.

However, provided that the Reynolds number is high enough and the

density difference is small, En is a function which depends only on

the Richardson number, R i . When the transition of the flow from non-

buoyant to buoyant jet occurred, the corresponding Richardson number is

called the critical Richardson number, R . . In the present calcula-c n t  r
tions, R ^ is obtained around 0.6. This is in agreement with the
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measurements of Chu and Vanvari (1976), where lies in the range

between 0.5 to 0.7. However, Ellison and Turner (1959) obtained a 

value of 0.8 from their measurement.

4.5 Prediction of algebraic stress/flux model

This model was first introduced by Rodi (1972); the modelled 

partial differential Reynolds stress equations are converted into 

algebraic equations, which it is claimed, retain all the essential 

features of the partial differential equations. It is the first 

model to be considered in the present study using the existing c o m 

puter program, i.e. the modified G t N M i x  program. It is found that 

the results are in fairly good agreement with the data available for 

comparison. The algebraic stress/flux model of Rodi (1972) was 

implemented into the calculation procedure and applied to the pure jet 

(non-buoyant) and pure plume (buoyant). The idea being to reproduce 

Rodi's (1972) results for non-buoyant flow, then to proceed to buoyant 

flows. This model was recently used by Hossain and Rodi (1982), and 

since the initial and boundary condition are the same, their results 

are used for comparison. It is emphasized here, however, that the 

values of the empirical constants are not those quoted by them but 

rather those given by Chen and Rodi (1975), who also made predictions 

based on the algebraic stress/flux model. The results of Chen and 

Rodi (1975) are also included in the comparison. However, these are 

practically identical to those of Hossain and Rodi (1982).

Measurement data is also used for comparison, where the data of 

Bradbury are usually considered to represent the most complete set of 

measurements, although other measurements are occasionally used. The 

results for pure jet are discussed separately from the results for pure

p l u m e .
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The table for the rate of spread using algebraic model are c o m 

pared and tabulated below :

Source
3 y .Su/3x

pure jet pure plume

Present results 0.119 0.119

Experiment taken from 
Chen and Rodi (1980) 0.11 0.13

Hossain and Rodi (1982) 0.116 0.115

Table 4.5 The comparison of spreading rate with 
the results from the algebraic model.

In the present study, the scalar variance, $"2 is obtained by 

solving its partial differential equation, unlike in the case of 

Hossain and Rodi (1982), where $"2 equation is simplified to form an 

algebraic expression.

Pure jet

From the table 4.5 above, it can be seen that the spreading rate

in the present study are the same for pure jet and pure plume,

from the profiles plotted, it can be seen that the mean velocity, U,

fig. 4.10a and the mean scalar, $, fig. 4.10b agree very

well with the measurement and Hossain and Rodi's calculations. The

agreement for the kinetic energy profiles, fig. 4.10c
th<z ca/uj/ahcrvs

i s  not very good and overpredict the m e a s u r e 

ment data of Bradbury (1965). The shear stress profiles are compared 

with the measurement data from Bradbury (1965) and Davies e t  a l .  (1975) ,
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fig. 4.10d, the results are in reasonably good agreement. The p r o 

files for the normal stresses u " 2 , v " 2 and w"2 are also presented 

and compared in fig. 4.10e. The components u" 2 contributes most of 

the turbulent kinetic energy, k, therefore the shape of their p r o 

files is similar. It is observed that the present calculations of 

u " 2 and w " 2 overpredicted the measurement values, whereas the v " 2 

profiles lies below the measured values.

Pure plume

The rate of spread obtained for buoyant flow are seen to agree 

reasonably well with the comparison data. The similarity profiles of 

the mean velocity and the mean scalar are plotted in fig. 4.11a and 

4.11b respectively; it is observed that they are in very good agree

ment with the measurement data. The kinetic energy profiles, fig. 

4.11c, is seen to agree well at the centre line and the maximum value 

were obtained at the shorter half width distance. The shear stress 

profiles, fig. 4 . lid, is only compared with Chen and Rodi (1975) calcu

lation result, because there were no measurement data available. In 

the case of the normal stresses u " 2 , v " 2 and w"2 , there are not

many measurement or calculation results available for comparison; the 

only available result for u m2 is taken from the measurement of 

Ketsovinos (1975), which suggested that the result for u " 2 in b u o y 

ant flow should be about 2.25 times higher than the value in the non- 

buoyant flow. This feature is not reproduced by the present algebraic

stress model. The reason might in part be due to the fact that the

convective and the diffusive terms have been assumed to be negligible.
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4.6 Turbulence model ’A 1 results

Model A, which represents the full transport equations model 

described by Rodi (1980) with constants taken from Chen and Rodi (1975) 

This model is applied to the calculation of vertical buoyant plane jets 

and plumes, and the results are compared with existing measurements or 

calculated data. The pure jet and pure plume are discussed separately

Pure jet

The most complete available data are from the measurement of Bradbury 

(1965). For this model, the mean velocity and the mean scalar p r o 

files, fig. 4.12a and 4.12b respectively, are in very good agreement 

with the comparison data. The kinetic energy profiles, fig. 4.12c, 

is underpredicted by about 9% at the centre line when compared with 

the measurements of Bradbury (1965) and the computations of Hossain 

and Rodi (1982), but exceeds the measured values by around 15% at the 

edges. The profile for the shear stress, fig. 4.12cj, is in fairly 

good agreement, although the maximum value obtained is 6% lower than 

the measured value, presumably because of the differences in the 

observed and calculated spreading rates. Bradbury measured a spread

ing rate of 0.1, whereas in this study it is calculated to be 0.115.

The profile for the normal stresses are also compared, fig. 4.12e,

4.12f and 4.12g. It is worth mentioning that, for this model, the 

component v " 2 and w" 2 profiles are identical, because the pressure 

strain term in the modelled equation gives exactly the same values for 

v" 2 and w" 2 . The agreement in the u " 2 profile, fig. 4.12e is 

poor, when compared with the measured values of Bradbury (1965) and 

Davies e t  a t . (1975) as is the profile of the v" 2 , fig. 4.12f. The 

profile of w ”2 , fig. 4.12g is, however, in satisfactory agreement 

with the measured value. The velocity flux profile is also included,
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fig. 4.12h, the comparison is made with the measurement result from 

van der Hegge Zijnen (1958). It is observed that the agreement is 

good at the centre line and not so good near the maximum point, the 

predicted result lies clearly outside the measurement result by 

around 17%.

Pure plume

In the pure plume situation, the flows are dominated by the 

buoyancy and the profiles for the mean turbulence quantities are 

plotted in figures 4.13a to 4.13e. It is observed that the velocity 

profile, fig. 4.13a is in very good agreement both with measured 

values of Rouse e t  a t .  (1952) and the calculation results of Chen and 

Rodi (1975) and Hossain and Rodi (1982). The mean scalar profiles 

is plotted in fig. 4.13b. It is seen that the agreement was not very 

good either with the measured or with the calculated values. The 

kinetic energy profile is plotted in fig. 4.13c, but is compared only 

with the calculated results of Chen and Rodi (1975) and Hossain and 

Rodi (1982). The kinetic energy is about 30% larger than calculated 

by these latter workers near the centre line but is close to their 

results near the outer edge of the plume. The profiles for the 

turbulent intensities is plotted in fig. 4.13d; no comparison data 

are available for v " 2 and w " 2 but the profile for u " 2 is c o m 

pared with the measurements of Kotsovinos (1977), with which the 

agreement is poor. The shear stress profile is compared with Chen 

and Rodi (1975) result, fig. 4.13e and here only small differences

a r i s e .
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4.7 Turbulence model 1B T results

Model B is the equations model with full pressure strain approxi

mation of Launder e t  a t .  (1975b). This model is applied to the p r e 

diction of the vertical and horizontal buoyant jet. In the case of 

the vertical buoyant jet, the calculations are made for plane and axi- 

symmetric, non-buoyant and buoyant flows. The predicted results are 

discussed separately for vertical and horizontal flows, and for plane 

and axisymmetric jets.

4.7.1 Results for vertical buoyant jet

The initial and boundary conditions are the same for both plane 

and axisymmetric jet, it is also discussed separately between pure jet 

and pure plume.

4.7.1-1 Plane jet issuing into stagnant surrounding

The spreading ratp for plane jet is seen to have a satisfactory 

agreement with the experimental data taken from Chen and Rodi (1980) 

and with the calculated results of Hossain and Rodi (1982), table 4.2. 

The discussion for pure jet and pure plume is also given separately as 

before.

Pure jet

The calculated profiles for the turbulence quantities are p r e 

sented and compared. The mean velocity profiles plotted in fig. 4.14a 

produced a good agreement with the available measurements and calculated 

results. The mean scalar profile is compared only with the calculated 

result of Hossain and Rodi (1982), fig. 4.14b, where it can be seen 

that both computations give very similar results. From table 4.2, it
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is seen that the temperature field spreads faster than the velocity 

field. Therefore the n h d t h  of the scalar profiles ar*- larger than 

the velocity profiles. The similarity profiles for the kinetic energy 

are plotted in fig. 4.14c. It is compared with the measured data of 

Bradbury (1965) and the calculated result of Hossain and Rodi (1982).

It is seen that the present calculations produced lower values in the 

vicinity of the centre line by about 16% and that the calculated profile 

is in good agreement with the measured value of Bradbury (1965) after 

the maximum value is reached. The turbulence intensities profiles, 

u " 2 and v " 2 are plotted in fig. 4.14d and fig. 4.14e respectively.

It is seen that the u" 2 profiles agree well with the measurements of 

Bradbury (1965), but is as a consequence in poor agreement with the 

data from Davies e t  a t .  (1975). The v " 2 profile is in very poor 

agreement near the centre line; at the centre line the predicted 

value is about 50% lower than that measured by Bradbury (1965). The

w " 2 profiles are plotted in fig. 4.14f, where as can be observed the 

present results agree well with the measurement data of Bradbury (1965). 

The maximum value of w " 2 is obtained around 4.43 x 1 0 “2 in the 

present study, which is lower than the measured value of 4.7 x 10- 2 . 

Because of the model, it is observed that the magnitude of v " 2 and 

w " 2 is different, although the shape are identical. The shear stress 

profiles, fig. 4.14g is in very good agreement with the measurement 

result of Bradbury (1965).

Pure plume

The profiles of turbulence and mean quantities for the pure plume 

for model B are plotted in the same manner as for model A. The profiles 

for the mean velocity and the mean scalarcim observed to be in good 

agreement with the measurement of Rouse e t  a t .  (1952) and the calculated
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result of Hossain and Rodi (1982), fig. 4.15a and fig. 4.15b 

respectively. The kinetic energy profiles is only compared, fig.

4.15c, with the calculation results, and as can readily be seen quite 

different levels arise. The differences are almost certainly due to 

the different models being used; the comparison is with results 

obtained using an algebraic stress/flux model. The turbulence inten

sities profiles are plotted in fig. 4.15d. There are no comparison 

results for the v"2 and w " 2 profiles, and the u " 2 is compared 

with the measurement of Kotsovinos (1975). As was the case with 

model A the agreement is not good. The predicted shear stress p r o 

file, fig. 4.15e is seen to be close to that calculated by Chen and 

Rodi (1975) though differences arise near the outer edge.

4.7.1-2 Axisymmetric jet issuing into stagnant surrounding

Several authors, e.g. Rodi (1972), Launder and Spalding (1974),
thg

Hossain and Rodi (1982) have suggested that in order to predict^axi

symmetric jet correctly, the same set of constants as for plane jet 

cannot be adopted. They suggest modifications to the turbulence 

dissipation equation which usually take the form :

C = C (1 - 0.35G) (4.16)£2 £2

where G is a deceleration parameter defined only for axisymmetric 

jets for which it has been shown to work reasonably well, Hossain and 

Rodi (1982). However, this correction is not adopted in the present 

work; the same set of constants in the dissipation equation as for 

plane jet were used, but changes to the constants were made in the 

Reynolds stresses and scalar flux equations, i.e. the constants Cj,

C ^ i and C^ 2 respectively. From equation (3.44)-(3.46) in chapter 3, 

the values of Cj and C 2 can be calculated as to satisfied
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equation (3.44). This calculation resulted m  value of 2.59 for Cj

and 0.35 for C 2 • Hence, when those values are rounded off to 2.6 and

0.4 for Ci and C 2 respectively, it is observed that the value for 

C 2 is equal to that for plane jet. When the

value of Ci is kept as for plane jet, that is equal to 1.5, then the 

value of C 2 obtained is equal to 0.67. The values of the kinetic 

energy level and the rate of spread with respect to the velocity for a 

set of Ci and C 2 is tabulated in the table below :

Cl c 2 3 y .Su/3x k/u?
t

1.5 0.4 1.466 x 10 _1 1.036 x 10"1

2.6 0.4 8.768 x 10~2 7.348 x 10-2

1.5 0.67 8.907 x 10"2 7.543 x 10'2

2.7 0.4 8.58 x 10-2 7.179 x 10"2

Table 4.6 The tests for the Reynolds stresses 
constants.

The set of constants that are being selected to calculate this flow are 

Ci equal to 2.6 and C 2 equal to 0.4, table 3.2, because these constants 

produced better results than the other set.

Pure jet

The most complete data for comparison in this case are with the 

measurement results of Wygnanski and Fiedler (1965). In fig. 4.16a and 

4.16b, the predicted velocity and the scalar profiles are compared.

>

Both profiles are seen to agree very well with the measured values and 

calculated values. The kinetic energy profiles, fig. 4.16c are seen
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to have lower values at the centre line, when compared with the measure

ments. Hence since the u " 2 component of the intensities contributes 

most to the kinetic energy, k, therefore, the u " 2 profile, 

fig. 4.16d is also under predicted compared with the measured values 

of IVygnanski and Fiedler [1965) and Kotsovinos (1975). The predicted 

profiles for v " 2 and w " 2 are plotted in fig. 4.16e and 4.16f, 

and compared with the data of Wygnanski and Fiedler (1969). Here as 

can be seen, the agreement is reasonably good apart from the centre 

line region. The shear stress profile, fig. 4.16g is in very good 

agreement with both the measurements and with the calculated profile 

of Hossain and Rodi (1982).

Pure plume

In this case, the jet is influenced by the strong buoyancy 

forces. In the present study, the constants in the buoyancy term are 

kept as before and overall the profiles are seen to be in fairly good 

agreement. The calculation of axisymmetric plumes took about 50 to 

60 diameter to reach the self-similarity region. In fig. 4.17a, the 

velocity profile is observed to agree well both with the measured 

values or with the calculated profiles of Hossain and Rodi (1982).

The agreement is not so good with the measured scalar profile of 

George e t  a l .  (1977) toward the outer edge of the jet, fig. 4.17b.

There are no measurements available for the comparison of the kinetic 

energy profile and therefore the comparisons are made only with the 

predicted results of Hossain and Rodi (1982) and Chen and Rodi (1975), 

fig. 4.17c. It is seen that all three calculations are in reasonably 

good agreement, though the results of Chen and Rodi (1975) differ 

somewhat from the other two. The differences between the results of 

Hossain and Rodi (1982) and Chen and Rodi (1975) is because of
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differences in the treatment of buoyancy; in Chen and Rodi (1975) the 

buoyancy term is not included in the e equation but is in Hossain 

and Rodi (1982). The shear stress profile is only compared with the 

calculated result of Chen and Rodi (1975), fig. 4.17d, with which, as 

can be seen differences arise. The maximum value obtained at the 

present is 1.74 x 10“2 compared with 2.5 x 10~2 obtained in the calcula

tion of Chen and Rodi (1975) . Since there are no measurements for 

comparison, it is difficult to say which is correct. The

u"2 component is compared with the measurements of Nakagome and 

Hirata (1976) and George e t  a t .  (1977), fig. 4.17e. The agreement is 

good near the centre line, but near the edge of the jet the agreement 

becomes poorer. There were no comparison data available for the v"2 

and w " 2 profiles, fig. 4.17f. The shape of these profiles are simi

lar to that for the u m2 profile,but, as expected,their magnitudes are 

smaller; as for round jet, the value of v " 2 and w " 2 are almost 

e q u a l .

4.7.2 Results for the horizontal jet

When the excess temperature of the discharged fluid is so small 

that the flow is non-buoyant, the vertical and the horizontal jet behave 

in practically the same manner; a self-similar region develops in which 

the jet spreads linearly and the centre line (or surface) velocity u ^
_ i

and excess temperature A T ^  decay both as x 2 . For the non-buoyant 

flow situation, the horizontal jet calculations produced the same result 

as for the vertical jet, e.g. the same spreading rate obtained was,

8y 5u /3 x  = 0.117 and the profiles can hardly be distinguished. Hence

non-buoyant horizontal jet will not be discussed in this section.
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For the horizontal buoyant jet, the predicted values of the 

entrainment coefficient in buoyant flow, En, normalised with its 

correspond value in non-buoyant flow, E , is plotted against the 

Richardson number, Ri, fig. 4.18 and compared with the measurements 

of Ellison and Turner (1959) and Chu and Vanvari (1976) and the calcu

lations of Hossain and Rodi (1977). It is seen that the present 

result is in reasonably good agreement with the measurements and the 

level of agreement is slightly better than obtained by Hossain and 

Rodi (1982). The discrepancy between the two calculated results is 

probably due to the different models that have been used; Hossain and 

Rodi (1982) used an algebraic stress/scalar flux model in their calcu

lation, and as a consequence may have lost information about the flow 

that can be assumed negligible in vertical buoyant flows. It is 

observed that En falls as Ri increased and it becomes negligible 

when Ri is more than 0.7. The kinetic energy profiles at Ri = 0.24 

and Ri = 0.42 are compared with the calculated results of Hossain and 

Rodi (1977). It is seen that when Ri = 0.42, fig. 4.19a, the p r o 

files differ whereas for Ri = 0.24, fig. 4.19b, the profiles are in 

close agreement. The profile for /u m 2/u j^  is compared with the 

measured values of Chu and Vanvari (1976), fig. 4.20a. It is seen 

that the present result overpredicts the measured values. The maximum 

kinetic energy is non-dimensionalised with the centre line velocity,

, and the profile is compared with the calculation of Hossain 

and Rodi (1977), fig. 4.20b; both calculations yield very similar 

results. The velocity profile is also plotted in fig. 4.21a, it is in 

good agreement compared with the measured values of Chu and Vanvari 

(1976). The shear stress profile is plotted in fig. 4.21b, but there 

are no measured or calculated results available for comparison.
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In the present work, the scalar variance cj)"2 is obtained from 

the solution of its partial differential equation though Hossain and 

Rodi (1982) claimed that practically identical results can be obtained 

from the use of their algebraic model.

In the present study, the results obtained using the algebraic

stress/scalar flux model are compared with the results obtained using

the full stress/flux model for the case of the plane jet and plane

plume. The results for the plane jet are shown in fig. 4.22; for

this case the turbulence quantities profiles are observed to agree well.

As can be seen in fig. 4.22a, the velocity profiles obtained with

algebraic model and model A  are indistinguishable, whereas model B

gives slightly higher velocities at the outer edge. For the scalar
\JaLuvs

profile, fig. 4.22b, model B results in lower scalarA towards the outer
the rr.odc/

edge than obtained with b o t ^ a l g e b r a i c ^ a n d  model A. The shear stress 

profiles, fig. 4.22c, obtained with the three models are closely simi

lar as the turbulent kinetic energy profiles, fig. 4.22d. The
)

predictions obtained with the three models for the plane plume are 

compared in fig. 4.23. In fig. 4.23a, the velocity profiles are shown 

to be practically identical, whereas for the scalar profile, fig. 4.23b 

all three models produce different results. The kinetic energy p r o 

files, fig. 4.23c also differ with the algebraic stress model resulting 

in significantly lower energy levels in the centre of the plume. The 

stress levels, fig. 4.23d are, however, reasonably similar with all 

three models. The differences in the predicted energy levels with the 

full differential and algebraic models cire due to terms

which have been neglected as negligible in the latter model but which 

have appreciable influence in buoyant flows.

At some distance away from the jet/plume axis, the scalar gradient 

reaches its maximum and hence the production of <i>"2 is largest. The
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calculated maximum value of <f>"2 is normalised by the corresponding 

value at the centre line Acj)"^ and then compared with the calculated 

results taken from Hossain and Rodi (1982) and the experimental values 

recommended in the review of Chen and Rodi (1980). The result is 

tabulated below :

Plane axisymmetric

pure jet pure plume pure jet pure plume

Present results 0.27 0.56 0.25 0.67

Experiment rec o m 
mended by Chen 
and Rodi (1975) 0.18 - 0.27 0.40 0.21 - 0.26 0.39

Calculation of 
Hossain and Rodi 
(1982) 0.36 0.52 0.30 0.44

Table 4.7 Maximum values of scalar fluctuations, (*/V ,2/<j>7 )
(p max

From table 4.7, both for plane and axisymmetric geometry, the maximum 

temperature fluctuations are higher in pure plume than in pure jet. It 

should be noted here that there is no direct buoyancy influence on $"2 

as there is no buoyancy term in its transport equation.

The present results for pure jet in both geometries are in good 

agreement with the recommended experimental values. Hossain and Rodi

(1982) suggested for reasons which are unclear that the calculated 

values would be higher than the experimental values. They also 

suggested that there are insignificant differences between predictions 

where <jj"2 is obtained from its non-transport equation and those where 

<j)"2 is obtained from an algebraic model. However, it is shown here
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that the results obtained from the present calculation, (which involves 

solution of a modelled transport equation for <{>"2 ) differ signifi

cantly from the results obtained by Hossain and Rodi (1982). A p o s 

sible explanation for this, in part only, may be that different values 

of the constant were used; in the present work a value of

equal to 2.0 was used, whereas Hossain and Rodi (1982) used = 1.25. 

In their algebraic model the level of <j)"2 which arises is inversely 

proportional to Cp.

4.8 Transition from pure jet to pure plume

The calculation for the transition from momentum dominated pure 

jets to buoyancy dominated pure plume is presented in this section.

The calculation is carried out by considering a set of Froude numbers, 

starting with large exit Froude number which represents pure jet to 

small Froude number which represents pure plume. The decay of the 

velocity and the excess temperature along the axis of the jet are 

shown in fig. 4.24, and fig. 4.25 for plane and axisymmetric jet respect

ively. The velocity and the temperature as well as the distance x 

from the source are scaled with the exit Froude number, Fr, and the 

initial density pQ /pg, in this case is equal to unity, because c o n 

stant density flow is being considered. The latter ratio is important 

only when large density difference is considered. Because of the 

scaling, the measured decay curves for different exit Froude number 

collapse on a single curve covering the whole range between pure jet 

and pure plume. The present results are presented by a full line, in 

fig. 4.24a, b and fig. 4.25a, b. It is seen that the calculated 

velocity decay profiles in the plane geometry are in good agreement 

with the measured values while the predicted temperature decay profile 

fig. 4.24b, lies slightly above the measurements. For axisymmetric 

geometry the velocity decay, fig. 4.25a is overpredicted compared with

)
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the measured values in the pure plume region. However, the tempera

ture decay, fig. 4.25b, is well predicted and in close agreement with 

the measurements despite the high decay constant, 3̂ , arising with 

the present calculation.

4.9 Modelling for the fire plume

Turbulent fire plumes are characterized by very low mean velocities 

and large scale of fluctuations, which give rise to a number of problems 

for the modeller as well as for the experimenter. The used of the full 

stress/flux model in this field of research has not yet been fully 

developed or tested.

In the plume formation, the hot product generated in the fire being 

lighter than the ambient air, produce an upward buoyancy force. In 

general, the plume can be divided into three distinct regions. The 

initial region, close to the source, represent a turbulent diffusion

flame, where the temperature and as a consequence density differences)
are large and therefore the flows are strongly buoyant. In the next 

intermediate region, the temperature remains high, and the chemical 

reaction is effectively complete but the effect of buoyancy is still
the

important. InAfar downstream region, the temperature and density 

differences become small and similarly profiles then result. Because 

of the low temperature difference, the region is known as the weakly 

buoyant region. The most interesting parts of a fire plume are the 

initial and the intermediate regions, where the combustion and rad i a 

tion are important.

Several attempts to model the flow development in a fire plume 

have been conducted by other workers. The majority of these involve 

theoretical treatment for the nonreacting part of the plume, at a
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distance far enough from the source so that the flow can be considered 

to be only slightly buoyant. Murgai and Emmon (1960) assumed a radial 

profile for the excess temperature and vertical velocity, where the 

conservation equation are integrated over the cross section and the 

differential equations are solved in order to obtain for the longitu

dinal evolution of the appropriate length, velocity and excess 

temperature scales.

The model of the fire plumes proposed by Morton (1965) suggests 

that an additional factor PQ /Pg> the ratio between the density 

within the plume and the ambient density,is involved in the dimensional 

arguments and influences the entrainment.

Fire plume model in which the combustion of the fuel is taken 

into account have been presented by Nielsen and Tao (1965) and 

Musliyah and Steward (1969). In both work* the concept of an entrain

ment constant which obtained from nonreacting plumes was used to 

calculate the amount of air entrained, which was then assumed to react 

with fuel instantaneously.

Tamanini (1977) presented an improved version of the k-e-g model 

which he applied to reacting buoyant flows. The results suggests that 

the combustion model is capable of predicting the net width of the 

region in which reaction is taking place quite reliably. Later, 

Tamanini (1981) presented an integral model of turbulent fire plumes, 

where the composition fluctuation is described through the conserved 

scalar variance and a pressumed probability density function. Top-hat 

profiles were assumed in the calculation.

The prediction of the fire plume was one of the main objectives 

of the present investigation. Model B is applied to the calculation 

of an axisymmetric fire plume. The empirical model constants used
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were identical to those applied to the axisymmetric jet and plume 

(Boussinesq) flows but full account was taken for variations in mean 

density,and density fluctuationswere pressumed accounted for by the use 

of density weighted averaging. Both the "cos2" and "top hat1’ initial 

profiles have been incorporated, and the results did not differ grjeatUj, 

hence the top hat profiles was used.

Here, the fire plume is considered to behave as a boundary 

layer type of flows. The calculations were started with a very low 

velocity of 9.25 x 10“3 m s -1 and the density difference between the gas 

and the ambient is large enough for the reaction to occur in the initial 

part of the fire plume. The initial length scale distribution was 

taken to be constant and equal to a value of 30 mm, i.e. half of the 

diameter. The viscosity of air is taken to be equal to 1.82 x 10~5 

N/sm. The sensitivity of the results to* the length scale is 

checked. The results for the maximum velocity and the centre-line 

velocity are tabulated below :

Z / c m umax

0.3 0.26 3.19 x 10"2

3.0 1.661 1.661

Table 4.8 Influence of initial length scale : maximum and 
centre-line velocities at x = 100L.

In this work, the equations were solved for the same turbulent qu a n t i 

ties as in the case of axisymmetric jet, except that the sensitivity 

to the inclusion and exclusion o f A u" and v M equations i s 

checked. The initial conditions are not measured and have to be 

estimated, e.g. the value of Q is taken from the evaporation rate.
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The initial profile for the kinetic energy level is equal to a ( u „ - u T)2,b 1
where a is a constant. The values of a was varied from 10 to 103 .

In fig. 4.26, the maximum velocity, u , centre-line velocity, u ,
max c jl

mean centre-line scalar, $ , is plotted for a ranging from 1 to

500 with u" and v M equation included in the model. The same p r o 

file as in fig. 4.26 are plotted in fig. 4.27 for the case of a rang

ing from 10 to 103 without solving the u" and v" equation in the 

model. The results for both with and without solving u M and v" 

equation are compared in fig. 4.28 for a equal to 500. It is 

assumed that the results obtained without solving u M and v" are 

better. For a = 500, it is found that the level of the initial 

kinetic energy is too low, therefore, the value of a is increased to 

103 . with a = 1 0 3 , the centre-line velocity at a height of 1.2m 

was 2 m s - 1 , which is close to Popovich (1982) results. The width

of the plume at this height was 21 cm, which is lower than Popovich's 

result of 37 cm. In fig. 4.29, the result of the velocity profile is 

compared with Popovich (1982) measurements where it is seen that they 

are in very poor agreement. The density and the temperature profiles 

are also plotted in fig. 4.30. In this calculation, although varying 

the initial k level and/or omitting u" and v" produces signifi

cant changes in no case does good agreement with experimental result.

In fig. 4.2 , the profile shows some evidence of discontinuous 

behaviour though it is not clear why this arises. It is thought to be 

associated with some buoyancy forces related numerical instability.

The possible reasons for failure in calculating the fire plume are :

- Initial region is a low turbulence Reynolds number/transitional flow. 

Present model is applicable to high turbulence Reynolds number only.
>S S u b je c t t o  Q-

The flow is laminar at the initial region andA instability,

i.e. unsteady flow. //.ne averaging is not

applicable for such situations.
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Tlk d->«.
- ̂ flow may not be ofA boundary layer type, because the presence of the 

floor may fncluce a  recirculation. In this case, it toou Id be. necessary 

to solve the elliptic/recirculating flow equations rather than 

solving the present parabolic flow equations.

i
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION

5.1 Achievement of present study

As was mentioned in chapter 1, the main objective of this study 

was to develop and test a full Reynolds stress and scalar flux model, 

for both weakly and strongly buoyant turbulent flows, in both constant 

and variable density situations, ft -second objective was to compare tramport 

equation and algebraic models.

The algebraic stress/flux model introduced by Rodi (1972) was

considered, where the values of the empirical constants were taken as

in Chen and Rodi (1975), they suggested that the constant C and

C £3 should be equal, however, in this calculation, the value of C

is different from C £ 3 , where the value of C ^ 3 was optimized as to

produce the right spreading rate. Here, C equal to one was
c3

obtained, where in Hossain and Rodi (1982), C equal to 0.8 was 

used. The results for both jet (weakly buoyant) and plume (strongly 

buoyant) were in concurrence with Rodi e t  a t .  rs  results and in generally 

good agreement with the existing data.

Following completion of these calculations, the full transport 

equation model of Hossain and Rodi (1974) was incorporated into a c o m 

puter program,and the same set of constants as for the algebraic stress 

and flux model were used. For this model, called model A,

different values for the constants in each of the diffusive terms of 

the equation were first considered. Then, the same value were assigned 

for those constants and the results are compared. It is found that the 

results can hardly be distinguished, therefore the same value of 

constants were taken for all the diffusive term, which is equal to
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0.225. The results of these models were compared with the available 

calculation and measurement results. The calculations were then 

continued to develop and test the full stress/scalar flux model for 

constant and variable density flows. In this model, termed model B, 

the general linear pressure-rate of strain approximation of Launder 

e t  a t . (1975a) was adopted. In the case of constant density flows, 

model B was used to predict the vertical plane and axisymmetric jet 

and plume and the horizontal buoyant jet. The main task of develop

ing this model is to produce a single set of constants for all the 

flows described above. However, from this investigation, it is found 

that the set of constants used for vertical plane jet/plume as is very 

well known cannot be applied to axisymmetric jet/plume flow situation. 

Although the same set of constants can be used in the calculation for 

the horizontal jet and producing satisfactory results.

A value of 1.5 were adopted for the constant Cj in model B for 

both vertical and horizontal plane jet/plume flow situation, which is 

lower than the value considered in model A, the results are in general 

within satisfactory agreement with the comparison data. The constant 

C ^ 2 in the scalar flux equation was finally assigned to be equal to 

-0.5. Because the results obtained using C ^ 2 equal to -0.4 and 

C<j>2 eclu a l to -0.5 do not differ much,the latter was chosen as it is 

widely used in the literature. The use of model B for axisymmetric 

jet/plume necessitated to change the constants in Reynolds stresses

ted to satisfied

(see chapter 3).

U M (j>" _

iH and C <f>2 were calcula

0.75 with Cl equal to 2.6
v"<f>'

A value of 0.95 is adopted for constant C in the dissipation

equation, which is different from the one adopted in model A. It is

found that this value of C produced better results, figure 4.26.e  3

i
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The results for the horizontal jet were obtained using the same model 

as vertical jet and they are observed to be in satisfactory agreement.

In the case of the horizontal jet, the predicted and measured entrain

ment are compared, the results are seen to agree very well. The 

spreading rate for this flow is obtained to be equal to 5.29 x 10'z. 

However, at the present stage, only a small amount of experimental 

data is available for comparison purposes in the case of the horizontal 

buoyant jet. As the same model was used to calculate both flows, the 

present investigation has shown that the same model (model B) and con

stants can be applied to horizontal and vertical buoyant jets. Some 

authors, e.g. Hossain and Rodi (1975), indicate that the value of the

constant C  ̂ should be different for vertical and horizontal jets.e 3 J

Nevertheless, it is found here that the same value of C can bee3
applied to both situations.

The investigation next considered the application of the model to 

the calculation of a fire plume resulting from a pool fire. In this 

situation both large density variations and strong buoyancy forces 

arise. The corresponding large density fluctuations were accounted 

for by re-writing the constant density model in terms of density 

weighted averaged quantities. A transport equation turbulence model 

had not previously been applied to the calculation of fire plumes, but 

the present results were somewhat disappointing. The data used for 

comparison purposes were taken from Popovich's (1982) measurements, 

and the predicted velocity profiles are in no circumstances in agreement 

with the measured results. It is suspected here, that fire plumes of 

the type considered cannot be treated as boundary-layer-type flows. It 

entrains too much air from the surroundings, which may thus create 

unstable flow around the exit. Also it is suspected that the floor 

may influence the flow significantly. These reasons are supported by 

the recent arguments and measurements of Walker and Moss (1984).
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5.2 Recommendations for future work

The limitation of the present model for predicting fire plumes

flows, led to the following suggestion for future work :

- The poor results of the fire plumes calculation obtained with the 

current model, seems to be due to a misjudgement of the type of 

flow; it may not behave as a boundary layer flow.

Therefore, it is suggested that in future work the fire plume 

should not be considered to be a boundary layer type of flow. It 

appears that in the initial region of a pool fire the flow is 

laminar and subject to instability and the flow is unsteady,

Walker and Moss (1984).

- The inclusion of the u" and v" equations in the model seems 

to cause the results to depart further from the experimental 

result. The effect of the presence of these equations in the 

model was not fully investigated at present. In the future, 

it is suggested that those equations receive fuller attention.

- Finally, in view of the limited detailed experimental data available 

in fire plumes it is suggested that more experiment studies be

conducted.
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol Meaning
(English)

A. .
il

pressure-strain term in the Reynolds stress equation.

a constant in kinetic energy profiles.

Ca mass fraction of species a.

C
P

specific heat capacity at constant pressure.

Cl ... C 3 coefficients in the pressure-strain term.

c ... cel e3 coefficients in dissipation rate equation.

V  ••• S 3
coefficients in the pressure-scrambling term.

c 3 diffusion constant in velocity and scalar field equation

ce diffusion constant in dissipation rate equation.

D diameter of the jet.

En entrainment coefficient.

Fr Uodensimetric Froude number, = — =-p------ r-7—  .
gD (pE-p0 3/p0

G. . 
il

buoyancy production of uVuV, = - ( g - u V ^  + .

*i gravitational acceleration vector.

h mixture enthalpy.

ha enthalpy of species a.

k turbulent kinetic energy, = uVuV/2.

L characteristic length scale.

Ma molecular weight of species a.

m jet mass flow rate/volume flux.

N number of species.

P
3U.

pressure stress production of k, = - uVuV — —
1 1 d x .
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Symbol M e a n i n g

(English)

p ij
Reynolds stress production of uVuV,

3U. — :—  30.~ II It 1 . M II 1
= - p V i  , + V j  .1 3 X *  3xtJ

R Universal gas constant = 82 atm. cm2/mole k

Re Reynolds number

Ri Richardson number

r Polar coordinate

Su Spreading rate parameter for velocity field, = dy ^ / d x

ST Spreading rate parameter for temp, field, = dy ^ / d x

Reynolds stress diffusion tensor

T temperature

t time

U.
1 velocity vector

)

u.
1

fluctuating component of the velocity

X.
1

cartesian coordinates

X
0

virtual origin

X vertical coordinate

u

y i

nrXLsi “prc*ono'\ of oi
half width of the cross stream location

y lateral coordinate

(Greek)
Aa constant in enthalpy equation

au ,aT decay constants for velocity, temp, in pure jets.

6 volumetric expansion coefficient, = —p d 1
 ̂ Jp

3u ,Bt decay constants for velocity, temp, in pure plumes.
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Symbol
(English)

6. .
i l

T. .11

i<J>

<J>.ip

X

P

kronecker delta, = 1 for i = j.

= 0 for i ± j .

turbulent dissipation rate.

turbulent viscosity.

molecular dynamic viscosity.

molecular kinematic viscosity

turbulent Prandtl (or Schmidt) number.

viscous stress tensor.

scalar

fluctuating components of scalar quantity

pressure scrambling term in scalar flux equation

pressure scrambling term in density-velocity correla

tion equations.

thermal conductivity

density

Meaning

Subscripts (English)

t centre-line value

E value at the external flow boundary

I value at the internal flow boundary

0 exit condition

i2T value at position where T

'iU value at position where u = iu.



Symbol
Subscripts (Greek)

Meaning

e relating to the e equation

<{> relating to the scalar equation

p relating to density

Superscripts

* fluctuating component (conventional averaging)

" fluctuating component (density weighted averaging)

( ) mean value (conventional averaging)

O  mean value (density weighted averaging)
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Vertical buoyant jet

Fig. 4.1

Horizontal jet
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Fig. 4.2 Numerical grid.
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Fig. 4.3b Scalar profiles ^ ^ . 5 U

Fig. 4.3 Profiles for a set of Froude number for plane jet



Fig. 4.4 Kinetic Energy profiles
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Fig. 4.5 Profiles for a set of Froude number for axisymmetric jet
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Fig. 4.5c Kinetic Energy profiles 
Profiles for a set of Froude number for axisymmetric jetFig. 4.5
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Fig. 4.6a Kinetic Energy profiles

Fig. 4.6b Shear Stress profiles y/ y 5U

Fig. 4.6 Comparison of model A and model B with C £3 = 1.0



Fig. 4.6c u 2 profiles ^ ^ . 5 U

Fig. 4.6 Comparison of model A an model B with 1 . 0
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y/y SUFig. 4.7b Kinetic Energy profiles

e 3
Fig. 4.8 Comparison with different C
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Fig. 4.9b Shear Stress profiles ^^.5U
Fig. 4.9 Sensitivity toward
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Fig. 4.10 A l g e b r a i c  model for p u r e  jet
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Fig. 4.10 A l g e b r a i c  model for p u r e  jet
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Fig. 4.10 A l g e b r a i c  model for pure jet
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Fig. 4.10 Algebraic model for pure jet
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y/y.suFig. 4.11b S c a l a r  p r o files
Fig. 4.11 A l g e b r a i c  model for pure plume
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Fig. 4 . lid Shear Stress profiles y/y 5U

Fig. 4.11 Algebraic model for pure plume
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Fig. 4.11 Algebraic model for pure plume
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2.4
y/y.su
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Fig. 4.12 Model A  for pure jet
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Fig. 4.12e v 2 profiles ^ ^ . 5 U

Fig. 4.12f w 2 profiles ^ ^ . 5 U

Fig. 4.12 Model A for pure jet
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Fig. 4.12 Model A  for pure jet



Fig. 4.12 Model A for pure jet
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Fig. 4.13c Kinetic Energy profiles ^ ^ . 5 U

Fig. 4 . 13d Cf2 , $'2, w 2 pr o f i l e s  ^ ^ . 5 U
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y/y 5UFig. 4.13e Shear Stress profiles

Fig. 4.13 Model A  for pure plume
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Fig. 4.14 Model B for pure jet
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Fig. 4.14b Scalar profiles ^ ^ . 5 U

y / yFig. 4.14c Kinetic Energy profiles J .511

Fig. 4.14 Model B for pure jet
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Fig. 4.14 Model B for p u r e  jet
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Fig. 4.15a Velocity profiles ^ ^ . 5 U

Fig. 4.15b Scalar profiles ^ ^ . 5 U
Fig. 4.15 Model B for pure plumes
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Fig. 4.15c Kinetic Energy profiles ^ ^ . 5 U

Fig. 4.15 Model B for p u r e  plume



Fig. 4.15e Shear Stress profiles

Fig. 4.15 Model B for pure plumes 164
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Fig. 4.16 Model B for a x i s y m m e t r i c  jet
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Fig. 4.16 Model B for a x i s y m m e t r i c  jet
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Fig. 4.16e v2 profiles

Fig. 4.16f w 2 profiles

Fig. 4.16 Model B for a x i s y m m e t r i c  jet
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Fig. 4.16 Model B for axisymmetric jet
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v / tFig. 4.17c Kinetic Energy profiles .5U

Fig. 4.17d Shear Stress profiles

Fig. 4.17 Model B for a x i s y m m e t r i c  p l u m e
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r/r 15UFig. 4.17f v 2 , w 2 profiles

Fig. 4.17 Model B for a x i s y m m e t r i c  p l u m e
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Fig. 4.18 Entrainment v s  Richardson number for horizontal jet
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y/y.suFig. 4.19a Ri = 0.41 and Ri = 0.42

Fig. 4.19b Ri = 0.24
y/ y 5U

Fig. 4.19 Kinetic F n e r g y  p r o f i l e s  for h o r i z o n t a l  jet
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Fig. 4.20a ^—  profiles 
\

Ri
A

Fig. 4.20b Kinetic Energy, jL

'<L
profiles

Fig. 4.20 D i m e n s i o n a l i s e d  p r o f i l e s  for h o r i z o n t a l  jet
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Fig. 4.21 Horizontal jet profiles
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Y/v SUFig. 4.22a Velocity profiles

Fig. 4.22 Comparison using different model
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Fig. 4.22d Kinetic Energy profiles

Fig. 4.22 Comparison using different model
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Fig. 4.23 Comparison for pure plume with different model
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Fig. 4.23c Kinetic Energy profiles

liV"

with different model
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Fig. 4.24b Temperature decay 

Decay distribution along axis in plane buoyant jet
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Fig. 4.25a Velocity decay

Fig. 4.25 Decay distribution along axis in axisymmetric jet
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Fig. 4.30 The density and the temperature profiles in fire plume
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